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EDITORIAL

TagedH1Vaccinations: What's best?TagedEn

TagedPSeasonal inﬂuenza and pneumococcal infection, including
community-acquired pneumonia, are preventable diseases
that are still causing a signiﬁcant amount of morbidity and
mortality worldwide.1TagedEn
TagedPInﬂuenza epidemics causes each year from 250.000
to 500.000 and Streptococcus pneumoniae nearly
1.5 million deaths worldwide, particularly in frail older
patients.2–4TagedEn
TagedPDespite the huge number of recommendations issued by
international and national Agency and Scientiﬁc Societies,
promoting vaccinations in frail and vulnerable patients, vaccine coverage is still unacceptably low.5–9TagedEn
TagedPEven if the number of countries in which inﬂuenza
vaccination is recommended in high-risk subjects
increased by more than 40% between 2014 and 2018,
the vaccine uptake did not show any signiﬁcant increase
in the same time-lag.10–11 Notably, the European Centre
for Disease Prevention and Control highlighted that the
median vaccination coverage was lower than 50% for
elderly and frail individuals, in spite of the goal of vaccinating at least 75% of at risk subjects.12 The recent
Sars-CoV2 pandemic reopened the discussion on the
strategic arrangements for vaccination in the face of
spreading infections, highlighting the vulnerability of
older adults with comorbidities to infectious diseases
and the need for robust healthcare systems to face the
emergency.TagedEn
TagedPFroes F et al., in the present issue of Pulmonology,
report interesting results of the Vacinómetro® initiative, an eleven-year study that monitored the inﬂuenza
vaccine uptake in four different at-risk populations
in Portugal.13 The overall ﬁgure revealed an increase
of vaccination rate in all the four target populations
(1.Patients ≥ 65 years old; 2. Patients with chronic
conditions; 3. Health care workers (HCWs); 4. Patients
60-64 years old) that reached the coverage target of
75% in the elderly population (group 1).TagedEn
TagedPFree-of-charge vaccination is an important driver for
increasing the vaccine uptake and should probably be

TagedEnPpart of the proactive efforts of any vaccination campaign to provide inﬂuenza vaccination to the general
population.TagedEn
TagedPThe study13 conﬁrms the key role of physicians in promoting vaccinations and in overcoming the most common barriers to vaccination such as fear of adverse
effects, uncertainty about the vaccine's efﬁcacy, and
misconceptions about the vaccine and the nature of the
infection. On the other end it is interesting that HCWs
vaccine uptake was as low as 36% in 2011 and reached
59% in 2020.TagedEn
TagedPThese results are of paramount importance because it is
well known that vaccinating HCWs against inﬂuenza is not
only a simple and cost-effective measure to reduce infection
among staff but also an excellent tool to prevent morbidity
and mortality.14TagedEn
TagedPIn a survey on attitudes and uptake of H1N1 inﬂuenza vaccination among HCWs members of the European Respiratory Society and the European Society of
Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases the main
reasons for vaccination were to ‘avoid virus spread to
patients’ and to ‘protect myself’, and safety being the
main concern against vaccination.15 Education of HCWs
on vaccination seems to be an important target for
improving vaccine uptake both among HCWs and general population. Fig. 1 depicts the major issues concerning vaccinations and the possible proactive
interventions.TagedEn
TagedPIn conclusion, the article by Froes et al.13 paves the way
to a better design of any future vaccination programs, helping health authorities to target the right at risk groups and
implementing educational and economical initiatives to
improve vaccines uptake.TagedEn

TagedH1Declaration of Competing InterestTagedEn
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editorial.TagedEn
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Fig. 1

Major issues on vaccinations and possible interventions.TagedEn
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EDITORIAL

TagedH1COVID-19 pandemic and tuberculosis: How to ensure
adequate care in pediatric ageTagedEn

TagedPAs expected that the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic played an important role in the prevention and control of tuberculosis status. The investment needed to contain the pandemic has
negatively inﬂuenced resources to control other infections.1
The 2020 lockdown has hampered access to health care,
potentially delaying the diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis. Glaziou P. predicted that tuberculosis incidence would
slowly decline with a potential rebound by increased duration of infectiousness and decreased case detection during
lockdown.2 The chains of transmission of pediatric tuberculosis would be affected: transmission in home clusters (the
main focus of exposure in children) would increase, while
transmission in social settings should decrease.1,3TagedEn
TagedPThere is a network of Tuberculosis Outpatient Centers
within the Portuguese National Health Service. Since 2010
there is a Pediatric TB Reference Center in the North of Portugal, the ﬁrst in the country. The Center has the aim of
screening and diagnosing pediatric TB, with a multidisciplinary team with pediatric specialization. The team includes 2
pediatricians with experience in childhood TB, a nurse, a
pulmonologist, an infectious disease specialist, a radiology
technician and administrative technicians. Teams with experience in pediatric age and pediatric TB should be involved in
the care of these patients.1TagedEn
TagedPTo face the constraints imposed by the pandemic situation, the following measures were implemented:
TagedEnP1. When possible (e.g., pediatric patients being treated for
latent infection, cases of surveillance after completing
treatment), consultations were conducted by telephone,
with parental consent. When there were concerns that
warranted additional observation, a face-to-face consultation was scheduled as soon as possible. Although not
unknown, telephone consultations were rare before the
pandemic.TagedEn
TagedP2. In cases of patients who required blood analysis control,
e.g., in cases of side effects, requests were sent via text
message to patients' cell phones. The analysis was scheduled in a laboratory with an agreement in the national

TagedP3.

TagedP4.

TagedP5.

TagedP6.

TagedP7.

TagedEnPhealth system; the results were sent via email to the
pediatrician. This facility still exists. In the case of sputum collection, this was carried out in a room at the Center or at the patient’s home. Hospitalizations for
diagnostic investigation (such as gastric aspirate collection and bronchoalveolar lavage) were kept in the Pediatric Department of the local hospital.TagedEn
The ﬁrst consultations were made in person to allow for
physical examination, chest radiography, and immunological tests (scheduled for the same day). Consultations
were also in person when there was a change in the clinical status or during the transition periods from induction
to maintenance medication.TagedEn
Referral patients from the emergency department and
hospital appointments with suspected or conﬁrmed TB
was facilitated as previously, as the pediatricians work at
both locations.TagedEn
Chest computed tomography (CT) scans were performed
at the local hospital, after a PCR test for SARS-CoV-2. CT
interpretation was performed by the radiology team.
Before the pandemic, it was easier to perform this imaging test in clinics with an agreement in the national
health system. Chest X-ray was performed at the Center
and its interpretation was made by the pediatricians’
team, as before.TagedEn
Before the pandemic, directly observed treatment (DOT)
was in person. In cases of active tuberculosis, DOT was
maintained. In bacilliferous cases, the nurse would still
visit the patient's home. In the presence of possible poor
compliance factors, DOT was maintained by the patient’s
family nurse. In the remaining cases, DOT was done in
person, once a week, and medication was provided for
that period, with telephone contact by the nurse to
ensure compliance. In children on preventive treatment,
medication was provided for a longer period (1 to 3
months).TagedEn
Coordination with public health services was maintained
with monthly online meetings to discuss cases and ensure
the screening of families or groups exposed. As in the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pulmoe.2022.06.009
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TagedEnPpatients and 18.7% did not use it at all. Unlike our Center,
there was an increase in missed consultations from the
beginning of the pandemic. The authors expressed concern
about the delays in diagnosing active disease.4TagedEn
TagedPThe emergence of COVID-19 should not relax the measures and efforts to maintain a reduction in TB incidence. In
Portugal, access to Outpatient TB Centers remains free and
easy. Follow-up by trained pediatricians in these types of
community Outpatient TB Centers allows for better management of pediatric TB disease. Even in times of difﬁculty,
such as during the pandemic, the level response in tuberculosis cases can be maintained if assistance is adapted.TagedEn

TagedEnPpast, migrant children are considered at risk and candidates for BCG administration if they come from countries
with a high incidence of TB.TagedEn
TagedPA retrospective descriptive analysis was performed,
based on medical records, comparing the type of referrals,
number of consultations, and the diagnosis of pediatric
patients followed up from January 2019 (pre-pandemic
year) to December 2020 (pandemic year). There was a total
of 721 medical consultations in 2019 compared to 580 in
2020. These numbers represent a 19.6% decrease, with a
greater reduction in subsequent in person consultations
(-53%). First medical consultations were also reduced
(-12.2%). Telephone consultations increased signiﬁcantly
(+87.4%). Patients observed for suspected active disease
reduced by 21.1%, and for tuberculosis screening by 10.6%.
In 2020, 12 patients started antituberculosis drugs for active
tuberculosis, compared to 7 patients in 2019. The diagnosis
of latent tuberculosis infection was made in 12 cases in 2020
and in 13 cases in 2019. Fewer missed consultations (-56.8%)
were noticed in 2020. There were no treatment abandonments in the two periods. No signiﬁcant side effects were
reported during these years.TagedEn
TagedPFollowing the covid pandemic restrictions at the beginning of 2020, the team was able to maintain quality services.
We veriﬁed that the number of diagnosed latent infections
and active cases of tuberculosis remained unchanged. The
data shows no decrease in referrals to the center. The team
believes that it successfully overcame the difﬁculties in
maintaining clinical activity, mostly due to effective digital
monitoring and easy accessibility to the Center.TagedEn
TagedPRodrigues et al recently reported the activity of Outpatient Tuberculosis Centers in Portugal with the adult population during the pandemic. It was observed that there were
fewer outpatient visits to the Centers, probably due to a
decrease in referrals by other health units. As in our pediatric Center, the DOT strategy was modiﬁed. It should be noted
that 25% of the Centers reported using DOT only in high-risk
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TagedPThe COVID-19 pandemic has been associated with a storm of
information by social media and with an increase in publications with high percentages of retractions.1,2 There is a clear
need for reproducible randomised controlled trials (RCTs) on
the topic. A discussion by independent authors with expertise in research methodology has been proposed for probing
inferential reproducibility and for addressing issues in discussion sections of evaluated papers.3TagedEn
TagedPThe pandemic has also triggered unprecedented use of
tools supposedly intended to prevent invasive mechanical
ventilation among individuals with COVID-19 associated
acute respiratory failure.4,5 Quality data, in particular
reproducible RCTs regarding modes of non-invasive respiratory support (RS), are greatly needed.6 High-ﬂow nasal oxygen (HFNO) is one such tool.7,8TagedEn
TagedPIn a recently published RCT, the COVID-HIGH trial,9 individuals with COVID-19 and mild hypoxaemia were randomised to
treatment with either HFNO or conventional oxygen therapy
(COT).9 The trial is particularly relevant as HFNO is increasingly
being used in enviroments with a lower level of monitoring
where such patients are often treated.10,11 Using a structured
independent discussion,3 two authors with expertise in
research methodology consider the ﬁndings and the inferential
reproducibility of this RCT. Below, original and independent
discussions for each section of the paper 9 are compared.3TagedEn
TagedEn * Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: einav1964@gmail.com, einav_s@szmc.org.il
(S. Einav).

TagedH1Main ﬁndingsTagedEn
TagedPOriginal Discussion: The authors report that individuals with
COVID-19 pneumonia and mild hypoxaemia randomised to
HFNO versus COT had similar rates of RS escalation within
28 days.9TagedEn

TagedH2Independent discussionTagedEn
TagedPThe study and control groups did not differ in the rate of the
primary outcome. The sample size for the study 9 was calculated based on a retrospective study, the best evidence at
the time.12 However, effect size is often inﬂated in retrospective studies,13,14 and indeed the observed rate of RS
escalation was lower than expected. COVID-HIGH has an 80%
power to identify only a 35% relative difference in event
rate (i.e. a 15% absolute risk reduction).9 In order to identify
a 27% relative difference, which takes into consideration the
actual event rate (i.e. an 11% absolute risk reduction), 580
individuals would need to be recruited. Therefore the study,
with 364 participants, only has a 60% power to refute the
baseline hypothesis of no difference between the two modes
of treatment. The likelihood of a type II error (i.e. a false
negative ﬁnding) is high.TagedEn
TagedPCommentary: The original and independent discussions
are concordant in their interpretation of the main study ﬁndings in COVID-HIGH. The independent discussion also highlights that study underpowering may limit the validity of the
main study ﬁnding.TagedEn
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TagedH1Relationship of main ﬁndings to previous
studiesTagedEn

TagedPIndependent discussion: No difference was found in secondary outcomes between study and controls.TagedEn
TagedPCommentary: The original and independent discussions
are concordant in their interpretation of the secondary
study ﬁndings in COVID-HIGH study.9TagedEn

TagedPOriginal discussion: The authors compare their ﬁndings to
those of the RECOVERY-RS multicentre trial which showed no
difference between HFNO and COT for the primary outcome
of intubation or 30-day mortality.15 They highlight that the
study15 recruited individuals with greater disease severity,
with a SpO2 94% despite receiving an inspiratory oxygen
fraction (FiO2) of at least 40% and point out that RECOVERYRS15 had continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) as a
third study arm. The authors also cite a RCT by Ospina-Tascon et al.16 in which HFNO signiﬁcantly reduced the intubation risk and time to clinical recovery in individuals with
FiO2 <200. They propose that, taken together, the ﬁndings
of these trials suggest different clinical effects of HFNO versus COT in individuals with different disease severity.9,15,16TagedEn
TagedPIndependent discussion: Like COVID-HIGH,9 the RCT by
Ospina-Tascon et al., was underpowered for the primary outcome (220 participants).16 RECOVERY-RS was an adaptive
(group-sequential) cohort nested within a pragmatic trial.
Hence it should have been adequately powered to show different treatment effects, but was stopped early for futility.15TagedEn
TagedPThe effect of any intervention depends on several variables, including baseline load of comorbidity, disease severity, treatment timing (late vs. early) and dose. The COVIDHIGH trial9 included participants with moderate Charlson
comorbidity scores. Markers of inﬂammation were not used
as inclusion criteria,17 but these data are presented and
indicate moderate disease.9 Both Ospina-Tascon et al.16 and
RECOVERY-RS15 included individuals with worse disease than
COVID-HIGH.9 Ospina-Tascon et al.16 described comorbidity
rates similar to those described in COVID-HIGH.9 Although
the ROX indices18,19 of individuals under HFNO were higher
than those under COT, the levels of inﬂammation markers
suggest more severe disease than in COVID-HIGH.9 RECOVERY-RS decribes more heart and lung diseases but provides
neither the overall weight of comorbidity nor data on inﬂammation markers.15TagedEn
TagedPIn COVID-HIGH the time from symptom onset to randomization averaged seven9 versus eleven days in the Ospina-Tascon trial16 and nine days in RECOVERY RS.15 Finally, in
COVID-HIGH9 the treatment protocol (i.e. “dose”) was preset as were the criteria for treatment escalation. The average duration of treatment was three days. Ospina-Tascon16
also protocolized treatment, including the criteria for intubation. Treatment duration was planned as six days but ultimately averaged only one day. In RECOVERY-RS15 treatment
with HFNO was not protocolized and the duration of treatment was not described.TagedEn
TagedPCommentary: Both discussions refer to the same two
studies,15,16 however, the independent discussion identiﬁed
more differences between the studies.TagedEn

TagedH1Relationship of additional (secondary) ﬁndings
to previous studiesTagedEn
TagedPOriginal discussion: The relationship of secondary ﬁndings to
previous studies was not discussed by the authors.TagedEn
TagedPIndependent discussion: The COVID-HIGH trial was not
powered for any of the secondary outcomes examined
although these were preplanned and were registered in the
study protocol.9TagedEn
TagedPOspina-Tascon16 noted earlier (but not more) recovery
among participants treated with HFNO. ICU admission rates
were similarly unaffected by treatment with HFNO in COVIDHIGH9 and RECOVERY-RS.15 Thirty day mortality was part of
the primary composite outcome of RECOVERY-RS15 and was
not related to treatment. It was a secondary outcome in the
Ospina-Tascon trial16 where it was also unrelated to treatment. Neither trial15,16 reported the time to ﬁrst RS escalation or 60 day mortality.TagedEn
TagedPCommentary: HFNO does not seem to have a consistent
effect on any of the objective secondary outcomes studied.
Indications for ICU admission and length of stay are also
dependent on local bed availability and practices. Long
term outcomes were not studied in any of the trials but
short-term mortality rates (28- or 30- day mortality in all
three trials) seem consistently unaffected.9,15,16TagedEn

TagedH2LimitationsTagedEn
TagedPOriginal discussion: The authors admit their study has several
limitations. Due to the nature of interventions, blinding was
not possible. However, clinical criteria used to decide on RS
escalation were standardised. Subjectivity in clinical judgement could not be excluded. In selected cases, clinicians may
have considered HFNO as a form of RS and been less likely to
escalate to CPAP/NIV compared with COT. This may partly
explain the higher protocol violation rate in the control group.
The trial was underpowered. However a clinically meaningful
beneﬁt from HFNO in this population could not be deﬁnitely
ruled out. The COVID-HIGH cohort included 64% male participants, which may limit the generalisability of the ﬁndings.9
However, the adjusted odds-ratio for sex showed no signiﬁcant
effect on the association between occurrence of the primary
outcome and study interventions. Due to the multinational and
multicentre nature of the study, different pandemic surges
may have had different indirect consequences on the care
level at study sites. Data on SARS-CoV-2 variants or vaccination
status of participants were not registered. Finally, the results
of the subgroup analyses should be considered exploratory as
positive ﬁndings may be attributed to repeated testing.9TagedEn
TagedPIndependent discussion: Lack of power is the most important study limitation in COVID-HIGH.9 Despite the difference
between the expected and observed RS escalation rates, the
investigators chose to close the study with the preplanned
number of participants as prolonging the study would have
increased population variability (e.g. COVID variants) and

TagedH1Secondary ﬁndingsTagedEn
TagedPOriginal discussion: The authors report that the secondary
clinical outcomes (i.e. likelihood of clinical recovery, time
to ﬁrst RS escalation, rate of intensive care unit [ICU] admission and 28- and 60-day mortality) did not differ between
the treatment arms.9TagedEn
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TagedEnPand chaired panels on noninvasive ventilation (unsupported),
has patents with Medtronic and has received funding from
Zoll, Astra-Zeneca, Artisanpharma, Eisai and from the Israel
Ministry of Health, National Institute for Health Policy
Research, and Hebrew University Research and Development
authority. SE and NA were members of the COVID-HIGH Trial
Oversight Committee without any compensation.TagedEn

TagedEnPco-treatment effects (e.g. vaccine effects, local practice).
The COVID-HIGH investigators provide no data on the use of
ancillary respiratory support therapies such as self-proning,20 physiotherapy and mobilisation.21 While individuals
with limitation of care before randomization were not
included, this status may change during treatment. Like previous RCTs, information regarding with-holding/withdrawal
of care is missing. Finally, the rates of speciﬁc COVID phenotypes may have differred in the two study groups and speciﬁc phenotypes may respond differently to different
management strategies.22TagedEn
TagedPCommentary:TagedEn
TagedPBoth discussions agree on the lack of power, the independent discussion highlighted several issues that were not
mentioned in the original discussion.TagedEn
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TagedH2Future directionsTagedEn
TagedPOriginal discussion: The original discussion did not consider
future research directions.TagedEn
TagedPIndependent discussion: Future physiological work should
include comparative data on work of breathing with HFNO
versus COT. Clinical data should include adequately powered
RCTs with more detailed information on the effects of
HFNO, if such exist, in different COVID-19 disease phenotypes and data on the long term effect of HFNO. More data
is also required on the human- and health-resource costs of
using HFNO and on the risks of caregiver contamination.23TagedEn
TagedPCommentary: Only the independent discussion suggests
directions for future research and how these may be
informed by the ﬁndings of COVID-HIGH.TagedEn

TagedH1ConclusionTagedEn
TagedPOriginal discussion: The authors concluded that HFNO did
not signiﬁcantly decrease the escalation of RS compared
with COT among hospitalised individuals with COVID-19
pneumonia with mild hypoxaemia.9TagedEn
TagedPIndependent discussion: The current evidence shows no
proof either for or against indiscriminate use of HFNO in hospitalised individuals with COVID-19 pneumonia with mild
hypoxaemia.TagedEn
TagedPCommentary: The independent conclusion highlights the
need for additional research.TagedEn

TagedH2Inferential reproducibilityTagedEn
TagedPThere was acceptable inferential reproducibility between
the two discussions. The independent discussion provides a
more detailed description and analysis of the primary and
secondary ﬁndings in relation to current literature than the
original discussion and offers more in-depth explanations for
the lack of effect and methodological issues in COVID-HIGH.
However, both discussions agree on the key ﬁndings and
their interpretation.TagedEn
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TagedPAbstract Annual vaccination is fundamental for individual and group protection against seasonal inﬂuenza infection. International and Portuguese healthcare organizations have established inﬂuenza vaccination coverage rate (VCR) targets for risk groups, namely 75% in people 
metroÒ initiative has been monitoring inﬂuenza VCR among target risk
65 years old. The Vacino
groups in Portugal since 2009,: Group 1,  65 years old; Group 2, patients with chronic conditions; Group 3, healthcare workers in direct contact with patients; and Group 4, 60-64 years old.
Besides VCR, social-demographic and health-related variables have been evaluated. During the
study period (2009/2010
2019/2020), the VCR increased in the 4 target risk groups: from
58.6% to 76.0% in Group 1 (reaching the WHO target); 33.3% to 72.0% in Group 2; 25.0% to 58.9%
in Group 3; and 36.6% to 42.8% in Group 4. “Physician recommendation” was the main driver for
metroÒ data
vaccination whereas “lack of habit” was the main barrier to vaccination. Vacino
demonstrate that free-of-charge vaccination has a positive impact on VCR. The observed positive trends in inﬂuenza VCR demonstrate that public health measures implemented in Portugal
to facilitate access to inﬂuenza vaccine result in increased vaccine uptake. Strategies to promote population literacy and the physician’s awareness should be continued and reinforced.
Free-of-charge vaccination criteria extended to more risk groups would also contribute to higher
inﬂuenza VCR in Portugal.
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TagedH1IntroductionTagedEn

TagedEnPtest the linear trend against the null hypothesis of no trend
and the trend of each vaccination/no-vaccination motive
along seasons. For further information, please refer to the
Supplementary Information.TagedEn

TagedPVaccination is the most effective measure to prevent inﬂuenza virus infection.1 The World Health Organization (WHO)
recommends the annual vaccination for the most vulnerable
population groups.2 In the European Union (EU), vaccination
coverage rates (VCR) among risk groups is below the recommended levels.1,3,4 The average VCR of elderly people in EU
was 41.8% in 2007-2015, far behind the WHO target of 75%.5
Low VCR rates are also reported in people with chronic illnesses (50.3%) and healthcare workers (HCWs) (25.7%). The
low VCR rates in EU are attributed to several factors,
namely: no conﬁdence in the vaccine, low perceived need
for vaccination, no recommendation from healthcare providers and, in some countries, out-of-pocket costs of vaccine.1 In this context, it is critical to monitor VCR trends to
metroÒ
evaluate the impact of public health policies. Vacino
is an initiative promoted by the Portuguese Pneumology
Society (SPP) and the Portuguese Association of General
Practice and Family Medicine (APMGP)6,7 to monitor the
inﬂuenza VCR in Portugal since the 2009-2010 ﬂu season.
metroÒ results until the 2019-2020
Here we report Vacino
season.TagedEn

TagedH1ResultsTagedEn
metroÒ study sample increased from 200 subjects in
TagedPVacino
2009 to 2851 in 2020.6 Overall, a total of 14832 questionnaires were collected. Fig. 1 summarizes the VCR evolution
per target risk group over the years. There was an increasing
trend for VCR in all target risk groups (p<0.001) Table 1.
There were no statistically signiﬁcant differences in VCR
according to gender (data not shown).TagedEn
TagedPThere were differences in overall VCR according to country regions: North, 59.3%; Alentejo, 54.5%; Centre, 53.7%;
Algarve, 51.6%; and Lisbon and Tagus Valley (LVT), 45.1%.
There was an increasing trend for VCR along the seasons in
North, Centre, LVT, and Alentejo regions (p0.001). The
islands regions, Azores and Madeira, were included only in
2019-2020 season with reported VCR of 52.4% and 54.8%,
respectively.TagedEn
TagedPReasons for vaccination/no vaccination were analysed in
2016-2020 see supplementary tables 1 and 2. The main reason for vaccination in Groups 1, 2, and 4 was “physician recommendation” (66.3%) followed by “own initiative” (19.5%),
both with statistically signiﬁcant trends (p<0.001). Group 3
(HCWs) reported “part of a workplace initiative” as the main
reason for vaccination (68.9%) with an increasing trend
(p<0.001). Amongst the unvaccinated subjects, “lack of
habit” (44.5%), “being healthy” (22.3%), and “never got the
ﬂu” (15.7%) were the primary reasons mentioned for no vaccination, all with statistically signiﬁcant trends (p<0.001).TagedEn

TagedH1MethodsTagedEn
metroÒ primary objective is to evaluate VCR in the
TagedPVacino
four target groups deﬁned by the Portuguese DirectorateGeneral of Health (DGS)8: Group 1,  65 years old; Group 2,
patients with chronic conditions; Group 3, HCWs in direct
contact with patients; and Group 4, 60-64 years old. Data
collection was based on annual phone surveys. Data was analysed
TagedEn TagedFiur using descriptive statistics. Chi-square test was used to

Fig. 1

Evolution of inﬂuenza vaccination coverage rates by risk group.TagedEn
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46.3%

<0.001
42.7%
41.0%
319
35.7%
30.4%
46.3%

TagedPInﬂuenza VCR is an important indicator of assessing the success of health policies promoting inﬂuenza vaccination.
metroÒ , inﬂuenza VCR in Portugal has
According to Vacino
improved in all target risk groups. Of note, in 2019-2020, the
UE target of 75% VCR for people  65 years old1,9 was
achieved in Portugal with a reported VCR of 76%. Indeed,
Portugal has been recognized as one of the few EU countries
with a positive VCR trend in the risk group of older people.3,10 A positive trend was also observed among patients
with chronic conditions (some of them entitled to free-ofcharge vaccination), reaching a VCR maximum of 72.0%. In
HCWs, VCR gradually approached 60%.TagedEn
TagedPThe lowest VCR was observed in people 60-64 years old,
with a maximum VCR of 42.8%. Although vaccination is recommended in this age group, it is not recognized as a risk
group and therefore is not eligible for free administration,8,9
in contrast to  65 years old who are entitled to free vaccination since 2012. This highlights the importance of free-ofcharge inﬂuenza vaccination to increase VCR among target
risk groups.TagedEn
metroÒ data has revealed regional differences for
TagedPVacino
VCR, particularly between the two most populated regions
in Portugal
North (59.3% VCR) vs. LVT (45.1% VCR). This
may result from subtle regional differences in access to vaccination and/or population awareness, which would be
interesting to investigate in order to ﬁne-tune public health
policies.TagedEn
metroÒ has demonstrated that physicians have a
TagedPVacino
key role in vaccination promotion, since both vaccinated
and unvaccinated subjects afﬁrmed that physician’s recommendation or lack of recommendation was a signiﬁcant reason for their decision. This was particularly relevant among
pregnant women, with an 84.6% recommendation rate.
Since this group is eligible for free-of-charge vaccination
since 2020, VCR will likely increase in the upcoming seasons.TagedEn
metroÒ has also provided insights on how to
TagedPVacino
improve initiatives aiming to promote vaccination literacy
and awareness, as among unvaccinated subjects, “being
healthy”, “lack of opportunity”, and “lack of habit” are still
referred as reasons for no vaccination.TagedEn
metroÒ has been demonstrated as an
TagedPIn summary, Vacino
important tool to monitor inﬂuenza VCR in Portugal among

39.4%

333
41.0%
35.7%

64.5%
61.3%

306
37.3%
31.9%

60.8%

57.3%

980
42.8%
40.1%

62.5%

<0.001
306
55.2%
49.6%
313
59.1%
53.7%

63.8%
35.5%

344
52.0%
46.7%

56.0%

59.5%

705
58.9%
55.3%

75.1%

<0.001
643
52.1%
48.2%

699
55.8%
52.1%

65.5%

517
59.6%
55.4%

TagedH1DiscussionTagedEn

36.2%

300
34.3%
30.9%
42.0%

300
31.0%
25.8%
n vaccinated
(%)
95% CI

4
25.0%
0.0% 67.4%
n vaccinated
(%)
95% CI

CI, conﬁdence interval; * Chi-square test for trend.

43.1%
81.0%

306
36.6%
31.2%

60.3%

300
51.7%
46.0%
300
54.7%
49.1%
312
35.9%
32.3%

38.3%
64.7%
51.1%
27
33.3%
15.5%
n vaccinated
(%)
95% CI

10
50.0%
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48.3%

300
45.0%
39.4%
300
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37.1%
300
33.0%
27.7%
38
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32.9%

169
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51.2%
n vaccinated
(%)
95% CI

66.0%

153
64.7%
57.1%

72.3%

334
57.2%
53.7%

64.3%

300
51.3%
45.6%

57.0%

601
62.2%
58.3%

Group 1 age  65
600
600
64.5%
63.5%
66.1%
60.7% 68.3%
59.6%
Group 2 chronic diseases
300
300
55.3%
30.3%
50.6%
49.7% 60.9%
25.1%
Group 3 healthcare workers
300
300
51.7%
55.7%
57.4%
46.0% 57.4%
50.1%
Group 4 age 60-64
300
300
35.3%
34.0%
41.7%
29.9% 40.7%
28.6%

67.4%

759
67.6%
64.3%

70.9%

778
65.9%
62.6%
680
61.8%
58.1%

69.2%

813
72.0%
68.9%

78.5%

<0.001
1162
76.0%
73.5%

2018-2019
2012-2013
2011-2012
2009-2010
Vaccination
Season

2010-2011

TagedPPlace for vaccine acquisition/administration was analysed from 2011. HCWs were vaccinated mostly free-ofcharge in their work place (98.7%). Group 1 was mainly vaccinated at primary care centres, free-of-charge (83.7%),
while Group 4 vaccines were mostly acquired with reimbursement at a pharmacy (57.3%). Across all study, vaccines
acquired in pharmacies were mostly administered there.TagedEn
TagedPIn 2019-2020, pregnant women were analysed: 23.5%
[95%CI = (20.1%
6.9%)] of the 609 identiﬁed pregnant
women were vaccinated, 50.3% of those for the ﬁrst time
and mainly due to “physician recommendation” (84.6%).
Among unvaccinated pregnant women, “lack of physician
recommendation” was the main reason for no vaccination
(63.7%), yet 99.4% reported no intention of being vaccinated. Pregnant women were mostly vaccinated at primary
care centres (46.9%).TagedEn

TagedEn

Table 1

Inﬂuenza vaccination coverage rates by risk group.

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2019-2020

p*
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TagedEnPtarget risk groups. The observed VCR positive trends illustrate the success of health policies implemented in Portugal
to promote and facilitate access to vaccines.TagedEn
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Abstract
Objectives: To evaluate the degree to which evidence from large clinical trials can be applied
to patients treated in a local hospital cohort of COPD outpatients.
Methods: The authors selected seventeen RCTs identiﬁed in a systematic way from GOLD 2019
consensus document, and applied their inclusion and exclusion criteria to a real-world cohort
of a previous cross-sectional study of 303 COPD outpatients included consecutively.
Results: When the inclusion criteria of the 17 RCTs were applied to a real-world cohort of COPD
outpatients, only a small portion of them were eligible to participate in the referred trials, from
4.29% to 60.07%. However, when both the inclusion and the exclusion criteria were applied, only
as little as 3.63% to as much as 40.59% of patients were eligible to participate. Hence, only a
small fraction of patients from this cohort could beneﬁt from the ﬁndings of these RCTs.
Conclusions: There is a need to complement the efﬁcacy evidence provided by large RCTs
according to the extent to which their results, designed to target signiﬁcant patient populations,
can be applied to typical patients treated in routine clinical practice.
© 2020 Sociedade Portuguesa de Pneumologia. Published by Elsevier España, S.L.U. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bync-nd/4.0/).
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Background and objectives

Table 1 Demographic, clinical and functional characteristics of COPD patients.

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) has signiﬁcantly changed
the practice of medicine since the early 1990s. Welldesigned randomized controlled trials (RCTs), together with
systematic reviews and meta-analysis, remain the cornerstone of clinical research, and provide the basis for guideline
recommendations.1 Guidelines reduce uncertainty and promote the standardisation of clinical practice.2 A number of
signiﬁcant RCTs, published in the current decade, have contributed extensively to the scientiﬁc evidence related to the
treatment of COPD patients. RCTs are the gold-standard for
safety and efﬁcacy evaluations of new drugs. They present
strong internal validity, with narrow inclusion criteria and
demanding exclusion criteria, to reduce bias. Their homogeneous highly-selected populations ensure that only exposure
to treatment differs between the arms of the study.3 Therefore, patients enrolled in RCTs signiﬁcantly differ from those
treated in everyday clinical practice, reducing the possibility of extrapolation of their ﬁndings to unselected patient
populations.4 Pragmatic trials and other real-world studies
can be performed to complement RCTs, providing evidence
of drug effectiveness in the heterogeneous populations of
clinical practice.5 There is no robust knowledge of how representative patients enrolled in large RCTs are of a typical
patient population for whom they intend to develop their
ﬁndings and conclusions.6 Furthermore, it was not known
how representative these patients are of a Portuguese population of patients with COPD. The objective of the present
study was to evaluate the degree to which evidence from
RCTs can be applied to a cohort of patients treated in the
out-patient clinic of Hospital de Guimarães.

Study design

Selection of RCTs
The GOLD strategy has a worldwide inﬂuence in the management of COPD patients, and we searched for RCTs with
a signiﬁcant impact on the pharmacologic management of
COPD. They had to fulﬁl the following conditions:
- Cited in the GOLD 2019 consensus document,9 in chapter 3, ‘‘Evidence supporting prevention and maintenance
therapy’’, section on ‘‘Pharmacological therapy for stable
COPD’’, and chapter 4 ‘‘Management of stable COPD’’,

n = 303

Male gender
Mean age (years)
Age ≥ 65 Years
Education level ≤ 3 school years
Very low monthly income (< 530 Euros)
Mean smoking amount (pack/years)
Current smokers / ex-smokers
Never smokers or < 10 pack/year
Occupational exposure
Indoor exposure in women
Alfa-1-AT deﬁciency / ZZ genotype
Previous history of asthma
mMRC grade ≥ 2
CAT score ≥ 10
Frequent ECOPD (≥ 2 / previous year)
GOLD stage:
I
II
III
IV
Gold 2017 classiﬁcation:
A
B
C
D

241 (79.5)
67.5 ± 10.2
186 (61.4)
89 (29.4)
197 (65.7)
49.3 ± 32.4
224 (73.9)
90 (29.7)
164/295 (55.5)
37/58 (63.8)
12 (3.9) / 7 (2.3)
82/299 (27.4%)
185 (61.1)
152 (72.4)
115 (38.0)
30 (9.9)
127 (41.9)
106 (35.0)
40 (13.2)
70 (23.1)
120 (39.6)
7 (2.3)
106 (35.0)

Data shown as n (%); many different exposures relevant for COPD
overlapped in the same patients.
Abbreviations: Occupational exposure, self-reported occupational exposure to gas, fumes and dust relevant to COPD; Indoor
exposure, sustained indoor-exposure to household air pollution
from coal and biomass fuel combustion in women; Alfa-1-AT,
alfa-1-antitrypsin; mMRC, Medical Research Council Dyspnea
Questionnaire; CAT, COPD Assessment Test; ECOPD, COPD exacerbations; GOLD, Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung
Disease.

Methods

This is a retrospective analysis, using a pre-existing cohort
of COPD out-patients. We applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria of the selected RCTs to COPD patients observed
in our routine clinical practice, and diagnosed according to
GOLD criteria.7 From March 2016 to May 2017, participants
were recruited consecutively in the outpatient pulmonary
clinic of Guimarães Hospital, a middle-sized public hospital, treating patients from an urban and rural background.8
The only exclusion criteria were refusal to participate and
inability to understand simple questionnaires.

Characteristics

-

section on ‘‘Treatment of stable COPD: pharmacological
treatment’’.
Related to inhaled corticosteroids, long-acting ␤2 -agonists
or long-acting anticholinergic therapy.
Related to single or combination inhaled therapy.
RCTs published in the present decade (from 2010 to 2019).
RCTs with at least 400 COPD patients at randomisation,
and lasting 52 weeks or more.
RCTs studying only COPD patients diagnosed according to
GOLD criteria, or having a history of COPD as deﬁned by
the American Thoracic Society or the European Respiratory Society.

RCTs were identiﬁed in a systematic way, and the ﬂow
diagram related to the extraction of RCTs from GOLD 2019
strategy is described in Fig. 1.
The inclusion and exclusion criteria were obtained from
published papers and/or described in the on-line supplementary appendixes.10---26 Secondary analysis, as systematic
432
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram for selection of RCTs from GOLD 2019 strategy.
Note: *All secondary analysis, as systematic reviews, with or without meta-analysis, post hoc analysis and pooled analysis were
excluded.

reviews, with or without meta-analysis, post hoc analysis
and pooled analysis were excluded, because they shared the
same populations studied.

Data source
The main demographic, clinical and functional characteristics of 303 COPD patients are described in Table 1.
Only 9.5% of patients reported no comorbid conditions,
and the most prevalent are presented in Fig. 2.
The mean post-bronchodilator FEV1 % was 53.2 ± 19.7,
referenced according to the Global Lung Function Initiative predict equations (GLI 2012).27 A comprehensive
report of patients’ characteristics is described and published
elsewhere.8 The statistical analysis was performed with IBM
SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 23.0, Armonk, NY: IBM
Corp.

Results
Table 2 describes the largest possible number and percent of
the 303 patients from the Guimarães Hospital Cohort (HGC)
who met the 17 RCTs inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Some data, related to the described RCTs inclusion and
inclusion criteria and their patients mean age, are described
in Table 3, 4 and 5. Patients of HGC were signiﬁcantly older
than those participating in all of the referred trials.

Discussion
Key results
When the inclusion criteria of the referred RCTs were applied
to HGC, only a small portion of them could be eligible to participate in the referred trials, from 4.29% in the SUMMIT to
433
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Fig. 2 Common comorbid conditions in 303 patients.
Notes and abbreviations: Heart disease: ischemic heart disease, heart failure or atrial ﬁbrillation; GERD, gastroesophageal reﬂux
disease; Stroke, history of stroke. Obesity: BMI ≥ 30 Kg/m2 .

Table 2

Patients from the HGC who could participate in the referred RCTs.

REF

RCTs
(2010 / 2018)

Patients from HGC meeting the
inclusion criteriaa

Patients from HGC meeting both the
inclusion and exclusion criteriaa

Indacaterol/formoterol9
POET10
SPARK11
INVIGORATE12
Fluticasone + vilanterol/ vilanterol13
WISDOM14
Crim C et al.15
FLAME16
SUMMIT17
TRILOGY18
Tie-COPD19
TONADO20
TRINITY21
FULFIL22
TRIBUT23
DYNAGITO24
IMPACT25

165 (54.46)
90 (29.70)
70 (23.10)
48 (15,84)
90 (29.70)
70 (23.10)
90 (29.70)
61 (20.13)
13 (4.29)
47 (15.51)
150 (49.50)
182 (60.07)
47 (15.51)
106 (34.98)
47 (15.51)
83 (27.39)
54 (17.82)

<123 (40.59)
<67 (22.11)
<39 (12.87)
<41 (13.53)
<53 (17.49)
<47 (15.51)
<50 (16.50)
<31 (10.23)
<11 (3.63)
<24 (7.92)
<104 (34.32)
<110 (36.30)
<24 (7.92)
106 (34.98)
<29 (9.57)
<67 (22.11)
<44 (14.52)

a

Data shown as number (% of total -303- patients). HGC, Guimarães Hospital Cohort; RCTs, randomized controlled trials.
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Table 3

RCTs inclusion and exclusion criteria and patients mean age.

Study/reference
Indacaterol/
Year of publication Formoterol9
(2010)

POET10
(2011)

SPARK11
(2013)

INVIGORATE12
(2013)

Fluticasone + Vilanterol WISDOM14
/ Vilanterol13
(2014)
(2013)

Patients’ age
(years); mean age

63.5 (8.8)
to
64.0 (9.3)
No

63.8
(8.5)

Inclusion of
never-smokers
Inclusion if
smoking amount <
10 pack/years
Inclusion of GOLD
stage I patients
Inclusion referred
to FEV1 %
Inclusion if
mMRC<2 or CAT<10
Inclusion of
patients without
previous ECOPD
Exclusion if
previous asthma
Exclusion if
current asthma
Exclusion of
patients in LTOT
Exclusion if
Alfa-1-AT
deﬁciency
Exclusion of
malignancy /
signiﬁcant
pulmonary
comorbidities /
unstable
pulmonary disease
Exclusion if
clinical
bronchiectasis
Exclusion of
comorbidities**

63.0
64.0
(median)
No

62.8 (9.0) to
62.9 (9.0)

63.1 (8.0) to
63.6 (7.8)

No

No

40-91
64.0 (Not
reported)
No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

<80 and ≥30

≤ 70

<50

≥30 and <50

≤ 70

<50

Yes

Not reported

Not reported

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Not
reported
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Not reported

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Not reported

Yes

No

Yes

Not
reported

No

Not reported

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

RCTs, randomized controlled trials; mMRC, Medical Research Council Dyspnoea Questionnaire; CAT, COPD Assessment Test; LTOT, longterm Oxygen therapy; Alfa-1-AT, alfa-1-antitrypsin deﬁciency; * Mean age unless stated otherwise; **comorbidities, current signiﬁcant
disease which can inﬂuence the results of the studies or the patients’ ability to participate in the trials.

60.07% in the TONADO study. When both the inclusion and
the exclusion criteria were applied, only as little as 3.63% in
the SUMMIT, to as much as 40.59% in the study comparing formoterol to indacaterol were eligible to participate. The lack
of representativeness of clinical trials in real patient populations seems to be common knowledge. In this study we
quantify their magnitude in a local population of COPD outpatients followed in a medium-sized hospital. To the best of
our knowledge this is the ﬁrst study with such characteristics
developed in a Portuguese population of COPD patients.
In the HGC study, 90 participants were never-smokers, or
the smoking amount was < 10 pack/years, totalising 29.70%
patients. They were not represented and could not beneﬁt

from the ﬁndings of 15 of the 17 referred studies. However,
never-smokers can account for 31.7---45% of COPD patients
in different studied populations,28,29 and a signiﬁcant proportion of COPD patients around the world are known to
be never-smokers.30 Nor were the ﬁndings applicable to 47
(75.80%) of the 62 women of HGC, again because they were
never-smokers. It seems that the evidence from large RCTs is
not applicable to never-smoking COPD patients. Asthma is a
well-known risk factor for COPD, but because of the possibility of confusion between COPD and asthma, these patients
are excluded from many RCTs.31 In the HGC 82 patients
(27.42%) referred to a previous history of asthma under the
age of 40, usually in childhood. The ﬁndings of nine of the
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Table 4

RCTs inclusion and exclusion criteria and patients mean age (cont.).

Study/reference
Year of publication

Crim C et al15
(2014; ref 16)

FLAME16
(2016; ref 17)

SUMMIT17
(2016; ref 18)

TRILOGY18
(2016; ref 19)

Tie-COPD19
(2017; ref 20)

TONADO20
(2017; ref 21)

Patients’ age (years);
mean age

63.6 (9.4)
to
63.8 (9.2)
No

64.6 (7.8)

65 (8)

63.3 (7.9) to
63.8 (8.2)

No

No

No

63.9 (8.6)
to
64.2 (8.2)
Yes

63.8 (8.3)
to
66.2 (8.0)
No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

≤ 70%

≥25 and <60

>50 and ≤70

<50

≥ 50

< 80

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not applicable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not reported

Not reported

Yes

Yes

Not
reported
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not applicable

Yes

Not
reported
Yes

Inclusion of
never-smokers
Inclusion if smoking
amount < 10
pack/years
Inclusion of GOLD
stage I patients
Inclusion referred to
FEV1 %
Inclusion if mMRC<2
or CAT<10
Inclusion of patients
without previous
ECOPD
Exclusion if previous
asthma
Exclusion if current
asthma
Exclusion of patients
in LTOT
Exclusion if Alfa-1-AT
deﬁciency
Exclusion of
malignancy /
signiﬁcant pulmonary
comorbidities /
unstable pulmonary
disease
Exclusion if clinical
bronchiectasis
Exclusion of
comorbidities*

Yes

RCTs, randomized controlled trials; mMRC, Medical Research Council Dyspnoea Questionnaire; CAT, COPD Assessment Test; LTOT, longterm Oxygen therapy; Alfa-1-AT, alfa-1-antitrypsin deﬁciency; *comorbidities, current signiﬁcant disease which can inﬂuence the results
of the studies or the patients’ ability to participate in the trials.

17 RCTs were not applicable to them. This matches previous
papers.32 Twelve patients of HGC reported alfa-1-antitrypsin
deﬁciency and 7, presenting a ZZ genotype, fulﬁlled criteria for augmentation therapy.33 They could not beneﬁt from
the evidence of at least eight RCTs. Thirty patients (9.90%)
classiﬁed as GOLD stage I are represented in only one of
the trials mentioned. Seventy COPD patients (23.10%) were
classiﬁed as group A for therapeutic purposes. The ﬁndings
of at least seven RCTs could not apply to them. The ﬁndings
of eleven RCTs could also not apply to a signiﬁcant number
of the 45 patients beneﬁting from long-term oxygen therapy. From the 303 patients of HGC, 145 (47.85%) had not
reported any ECOPD in the previous year. The ﬁndings of 12
of the 17 RCTs could not be applied to them. In the HGC the
patients’ mean ages were signiﬁcantly higher than reported
in all RCTs. The process of aging is often associated with an
increased number of comorbidities and prescribed medica-

tion. It is well-known that there is a low rate of adverse
effects when using inhaled medication in COPD patients.
Nevertheless, by excluding patients with signiﬁcant comorbidities, needing several chronic medications, RCTs promise
a high rate of tolerability, which can be different in daily
clinical practice. This may also change the way the results
of RCTs apply to patients treated in routine clinical practice.
We acknowledge that the results of clinical RCTs will not
be relevant to all COPD patients, and clinicians should select
the patients to whom the results can be applied.32 However,
a general lack of reliability must thus be assumed in the generalisation of conclusions from a signiﬁcant number of RCTs
to never-smokers, to patients with an asthma background,
to patients suffering from alfa-1-antitrypsin deﬁciency, to
patients GOLD stage I, to those not reporting previous exacerbations, and mainly to patients with signiﬁcant comorbid
conditions. Moreover, the inclusion criteria referred to by
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Table 5

RCTs inclusion and exclusion criteria and patients mean age (cont.).

Study/reference;
Year of publication

TRINITY21
(2017; ref 22)

Patients’ age (years); 62.6 (8.9)
mean age
to
63.4 (8.7)
Inclusion of
No
never-smokers
Inclusion if smoking
No
amount < 10
pack/years
Inclusion of GOLD
No
stage I patients
Inclusion referred to <50
FEV1 %
Inclusion if mMRC<2
No
or CAT<10
Inclusion of patients No
without previous
ECOPD
Exclusion if previous Yes
asthma
Exclusion if current
Yes
asthma
Exclusion of patients Yes
in LTOT
Exclusion if Alfa-1-AT Yes
deﬁciency
Yes
Exclusion of
malignancy /
signiﬁcant pulmonary
comorbidities /
unstable pulmonary
disease
Exclusion if clinical
Yes
bronchiectasis
Exclusion of
Yes
comorbidities*

FULFIL22
(2017; ref 23)

TRIBUTE23
(2018; ref 24)

DYNAGITO24
(2018; ref 25)

IMPACT25
(2018; ref 26)

63.9 (8.6)

64.4 (7.7) to
64.5 (7.7)

65.3 (8.3)

Yes

No

66.3 (8.5)
to
66.5 (8.4)
No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

<80

<50

<60

<80

No

No

Not reported

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes (if ≥ 3 L)

Not reported

Yes

Not reported

Yes

Not reported

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not reported

Yes

Not reported

Yes

No

Yes

Not reported

Yes

No

RCTs, randomized controlled trials; mMRC, Medical Research Council Dyspnoea Questionnaire; CAT, COPD Assessment Test; LTOT, longterm Oxygen therapy; Alfa-1-AT, alfa-1-antitrypsin deﬁciency; *comorbidities, current signiﬁcant disease which can inﬂuence the results
of the studies or the patients’ ability to participate in the trials.

many RCTs signiﬁcantly differ from normal clinical practice,
where the ABCD assessment tool is usually used for therapeutic purposes.

Comparison with previous studies
Our ﬁndings agree with previous literature. In the respiratory ﬁeld, as little as 5% of the target population was
represented in the recruited populations of RCTs,34 Travers
et al. demonstrated that only one in 20 patients with COPD,
identiﬁed from a large general population survey in New
Zealand, would have met the inclusion criteria for the major
RCTs informing guidelines in COPD.35 Using data from a large
European COPD primary care database, Kruis et al. found
that 58---83 % of COPD patients in primary care would not
serve as candidates for inclusion, in signiﬁcant RCTs.36 Costa

et al. related that only 7.4% of primary care patients could
met the inclusion criteria used in 4 RCTs for allergic rhinitis, 6 and in a Norwegian study only a very small fraction of
patients with asthma or COPD were shown to be represented
in a typical clinical trial.4 A previous study,37 combining an
extensive RCTs selection with a very representative COPD
population, found that only around a quarter of community
patients with COPD were eligible from RCTs participation.

Strengths and limitations of the study
The present study was conducted by independent
researchers, and the described RCTs were selected in
a systematic manner. They have extensively contributed to
the scientiﬁc evidence related to the treatment of COPD
patients, and their conclusions are embodied in the Global
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Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD)
report.
However, a signiﬁcant number of exclusion criteria
referred to by RCTs could not be identiﬁed in the HGC. In
the HGC, there was no information related to established
peripheral vascular disease and to diabetes mellitus with
target organ disease. It was also not possible to speciﬁcally
identify patients with established coronary artery disease
and previous myocardial infarction, in the 148 patients
referred to as suffering from heart disease. Because of that,
only 13 patients of HGC (4.29%) meet the inclusion criteria
of the SUMMIT study. The presence of a signiﬁcant current
disease, other than COPD, which can inﬂuence the results
of the studies or the patients’ ability to participate in the
trials, was a common exclusion criterion, in many of the
referred RCTs. However, it was not considered in the present
analysis, because it was a very subjective issue. A clinical
diagnosis of bronchiectasis was also referred as exclusion
criteria in the majority of these studies. Likewise, it was
not considered in the present analysis, because bronchiectasis’ symptoms signiﬁcantly overlap with those of COPD.
Therefore, the number of patients who could beneﬁt from
the ﬁndings of these studies could be signiﬁcantly lower.
Conversely, the HGC presented some speciﬁc characteristics that can partially justify the small fraction of patients
that could beneﬁt from the results of the referred RCTs:
a signiﬁcant rate of patients referring a previous history of
asthma; the high prevalence of alfa-1-antitrypsin deﬁciency;
the substantial number of individuals with low monthly
income and low education level; a signiﬁcant number of
never-smokers COPD patients, mainly women, referring
exposure to household air pollution from coal and biomass
fuel combustion.
All of the referred above can signiﬁcantly limit the generalisation of the results to other populations with different
characteristics.

Conclusions
Randomised controlled trials are performed to provide a
signiﬁcant level of evidence on treatments efﬁcacy. However, there is a signiﬁcant lack of representativeness of RCTs
in real populations of COPD patients. There is a need to
complement the evidence provided by large RCTs, according to the extent to which their results, designed to target
signiﬁcant patients’ populations, can be applied to typical
patients treated in routine clinical practice. Pragmatic trials
and other real-life studies must provide additional evidence
about treatment effectiveness, in the heterogeneous populations of clinical practice.
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Abstract
Background: The presence of abnormal heart rate recovery (HRR) and chronotropic incompetence (CI) suggests autonomic dysfunction (AD) and is associated with diminished physical
activity and increased cardio-vascular (CV) risk.
Aim: Our aim is to analyse the correlation between AD and airﬂow obstruction - forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1), dynamic hyperinﬂation (DH) and disease prognosis - the BODE --- index
(BMI; Obstruction --- FEV1;Dyspnea --- mMRC;E --- exercise capacity) in non-severe COPD patients
without overt CV comorbidities.
Methods: We used cardio-pulmonary exercise testing (CPET) with 67 subjects. Inspiratory
capacity (IC) manouevres were performed for DH assessment. Echocardiography was executed
before CPET and 1−2 min after peak exercise. Stress left ventricular diastolic dysfunction
(LVDD) was assumed if stress E/e’ > 15.Wilkoff method calculated the metabolic-chronotropic
relationship (MCR). Chronotropic incompetence (CI) and abnormal HR recovery (HRR) were
determined.
Main results: CI was detected in 44% of the mild and 65% of the moderate COPD patients. Abnormal HRR was present in 75% of the mild and 78% of the moderate COPD subjects. Multivariate
regression analysis showed no association between FEV1, CPET parameters, BODE index, stress
LVDD and AD. DH was the only independent predictor for both abnormal HRR and CI.
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Conclusion: Evaluation of AD during incremental CPET unravels lung hyperinﬂation as a potential mechanism of attenuated HR response and diminished physical activity in non-severe COPD
free of overt CV comorbidities. This multifaceted approach to dyspnea may facilitate the
discrimination of its pathogenesis and improve its proper clinical management.
© 2020 Published by Elsevier España, S.L.U. on behalf of Sociedade Portuguesa de Pneumologia.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Introduction

Materials and methods

Chronotropic incompetence (CI) --- the inability to reach
the target heart rate (HR) during exercise is believed
to represent an impaired sympathetic response and is
an independent predictor of cardiovascular diseases.1,2
Heart rate recovery (HRR) --- the rate of restoration
of the heart rate (HR) during the ﬁrst minute after
exercise --- the recovery phase, represents the parasympathetic response. Its abnormal delay (a decline of HR < 12
beats/min) implies parasympathetic dysfunction.3,4 Abnormal HRR and CI indicate the presence of autonomic
dysfunction (AD). Being established as independent predictors of cardiac mortality, these two types of abnormal
physiological responses may ﬁnd application in cardiovascular risk stratiﬁcation.5,6
Though not systematically investigated, both CI and HRR
have been described in either hypoxemic, or normoxemic
COPD patients.7,8 Their prevalence is variable within the
range of 56---86% among studies. Even more controversial
is the data regarding the relation between AD and COPD
stages.8---11 This can be explained by the fact that different
COPD stages have been investigated.
Considered a major contributor to exercise intolerance
and dyspnea, dynamic hyperinﬂation (DH) has additional
negative consequences in COPD.12,13 DH is a result of
expiratory airﬂow limitation and occurs when ventilatory demand increases, leaving less time for expiration.
The end-expiratory lung volume (EELV) increases, altering
the intrathoracic pressure gradients. Cardio-vascular consequences follow --- the right and left ventricle preload
diminish, while the left ventricle afterload increases. This
impairs LV ﬁlling, compliance and cardiac output.12,13 DH
deters not only the stroke volume, but also blunts HR
surge. It has been recently observed that it is associated
with AD, and correlates to impaired metabolic-chronotropic
relationship (CI) independent of age, static lung volumes
and airway obstruction.14 The autonomic abnormalities,
associated with DH are much more constant than the
haemodynamic heart-lung effects in the different COPD
stages.
Assuming this we set the following aims: (1) to detect
the prevalence of CI and abnormal HRR in non-severe COPD
patients free of overt CV diseases; (2) to analyse their association with disease severity --- forced expiratory volume in
1 s (FEV1), dynamic hyperinﬂation; (3) and disease prognosis
the BODE --- index (BMI; Obstruction --- FEV1;Dyspnea --- mMRC
scale;E --- exercise capacity).

Patients and study protocol
It was a prospective study which was performed in 224
clinically stable outpatients, diagnosed with COPD at the
University Hospital for Respiratory Diseases ‘‘St. Sophia’’,
Soﬁa. Only 163 of them met the inclusion criteria: (1)
non-severe COPD (post bronchodilatator FEV1/FVC < 70%;
FEV1/ > 50%); (2) preserved left ventricular systolic function LVEF > 50%; (3) lack of overt cardiovascular disease;
(4) exertional dyspnea. A total of 67 patients were considered eligible, assuming the exclusion criteria. The
recruitment period was between April 2018---April 2019,
and was approved by the local Ethical Committee (protocol 5/12.03.2018). All the patients signed informed consent
before their participation. They were previously acquainted
with the aim of the study, its scientiﬁc value and the
potential presentation of data at different forums. Dyspnea was rated applying the modiﬁed Medical Research
Council (mMRC) scale. Exercise capacity was assessed using
the 6 min walking test (6MWT). Body mass index, airﬂow
Obstruction, Dyspnea and Exercise capacity --- (BODE) index
was calculated.15 Inhaled bronchodilators (␤2 agonists and
anti-cholinergics) were withdrawn 24 h before investigation.
The following exclusion criteria were considered: (1)
LVEF < 50%; (2) LVDD at rest more than ﬁrst grade; (3)
echocardiographic signs of systolic pulmonary arterial
hypertension; (4) valvular heart disease; (5) documented
cardiomyopathy; (6) severe uncontrolled hypertension (systolic blood pressure > 180 mmHg and diastolic blood pressure
>90 mmHg); (7) atrial ﬁbrillation or malignant ventricular
arrhythmia; (8) the intake of ␤-blockers; (9) ischaemic heart
disease; (10) anaemia; (11) diabetes mellitus; (12) cancer;
(13) chronic kidney disease; (14) recent chest or abdominal surgery; (15) recent exacerbation (during the last three
months); (16) recent change (during the last three months)
in medical therapy; (17) none of the subjects had noninvasive positive-pressure ventilation support or long-term
ambulatory O2 therapy; (18) previous rehabilitation procedures.

Procedures
Pulmonary function testing and body plethysmography at
rest
All subjects underwent preliminary clinical examination
which included chest X-ray, spirometry, electrocardiogram,
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and echocardiography. Those eligible for the study performed spirometry and exercise stress test. Both tests
were performed on Vyntus, Carefusion, Germany following the guidelines. Spirometry was performed after
bronchodilatation test --- application of (400 kg) of salbutamol. Following the ERS guidelines a post-bronchodilatation
ratio of FEV1/FVC < 70% was assumed for the diagnosis of
COPD.16 Only patients with mild/moderate airway obstruction (FEV1 > 50%) were selected. The severity of COPD was
staged according to the GOLD criteria.17 Static lung volumes
- residual volume (RV), total lung capacity (TLC), inspiratory
lung volume and inspiratory capacity (IC) were measured by
body plethysmography (Vyntus, body plethysmograph, CareFusion, Germany). Static hyperinﬂation has been assumed
if FRC was above the upper lower limit of normal. Static
lung volume measurements and interpretation of data has
been performed following the guidelines.18,19 The ECCS/ERS
equations have been used for lung volume analysis.20

Exercise tests
Six-minute walk test (6-MWT)
Six-minute walking test was performed in accordance with
ATS guidelines.21 It was done on a separate day after
the initial visit for study eligibility criteria and after the
performance of the exercise stress test and stress echocardiography. Subjects were instructed and encouraged to walk
through 30 m preliminary measured distance in a hospital
corridor. SpO2, heart rate and arterial blood pressure were
obtained before and during the recovery period.
Cardio-pulmonary exercise testing (CPET) --- stress test
protocol
All the patients underwent symptom limited incremental exercise stress test following the guidelines.22 It was
performed in an upright position on a bicycle after the clinical examination and spirometry. Subjects respired through
an oro-nasal mask (Hans Rudolf 7450 SeriesV2TM Mask,
CareFusion). Breath-by-breath cardiopulmonary data (Vyntus, CareFusion) were measured at rest, warm up and
incremental exercise testing. Gas and ﬂow sensors were calibrated before each test. Clinical monitoring of the patients
included standard electrocardiography through the whole
exercise test; manual blood pressure measurements, and
heart rate recordings at the end of every stage.
A continuous ramp protocol was applied. After two minutes of unloaded pedaling (rest phase-0 W), a three minute
warm-up phase (20 W) followed. The test phase included
20 W/2 min load increments. Patients were instructed to
pedal with 60---65 rotations per minute. Patients’ effort was
considered to be maximal if two of the following criteria
emerged: predicted maximal HR is achieved; predicted maximal work is achieved; V’E/V’O2 > 45, RER > 1.10, lactate
level > 6 mmol L−1 , and pH drop > 0.06, as recommended by
the ATS/ACCP.23 Arterial blood (240 L) was sampled at rest
and at peak exercise and immediately analyzed using a blood
gas analyzer/cooximeter (ABL700, Radiometer, France).
A breath-by-breath analysis was used for expiratory gas
evaluation. Oxygen uptake (’VO2 (mL/kg/min)), carbon
dioxide production (’VCO2 (L/min)), minute ventilation (‘VE
(L/min)) and end-tidal CO2 pressure (PetCO2 (mm Hg)) were

collected continuously at rest and throughout the exercise
test. Peak values of oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production were presented by the highest 30-second
average value, obtained during the last stage of the exercise test. Peak respiratory exchange ratio was the highest
30 s averaged value between’VO2 and’ VCO2 during the
last stage of the test. Ten-second averaged’ VE and’ VCO2
data, from the initiation of exercise to peak, were used
to calculate the’ VE/’VCO2 slope via least squares linear
regression.24 A dual approach for the measurement of the
anaerobic threshold (AT) was applied. Both V-slope method
and the ventilatory equivalents method for ‘ VO2 and’ VCO2
were used. The modiﬁed Borg scale was applied for peak
dyspnea and leg discomfort.
The maximum HR (MHR) was calculated (MHR = 220 --age). The target HR (THR) was set at 80% of MHR. A cutoff point of 12 beats was taken as an abnormal HRR.4
The chronotropic response index was calculated.2 The
metabolic-chronotropic relationship (MCR) was calculated
by Wilkoff’s formula.25 CI was assumed if MCR < 0.80. Breathing reserve (BR) was calculated as MVV - peak V’E/MVV x100
where MVV is maximal voluntary ventilation estimated as
FEV1 multiplied by 35.

Dynamic hyperinﬂation (DH) during CPET
Changes in operational lung volumes were derived from
measurements of dynamic inspiratory capacity (IC), assuming that total lung capacity (TLC) remained constant during
exercise.26,27 This has been found to be a reliable method of
tracking acute changes in lung volumes.26,27 IC was measured
at the end of a steady-state resting baseline, at 2 min intervals during exercise, and at end exercise. End-expiratory
lung volume (EELV) was calculated from IC maneuvers at
rest, every 2 min during exercise and at peak exercise (Vyntus).In these maneuvers, after EELV was observed to be
stable over 3---4 breaths, subjects were instructed to inspire
maximally to TLC. For each measurement, EELV was calculated as resting TLC minus IC, using the plethysmographic
TLC value. Dynamic IC (ICdyn) was deﬁned as resting IC
minus IC at peak exercise.28 Dynamic hyperinﬂation (DH) was
deﬁned as a decrease in IC from rest of more than 150 mL or
4.5% pred at any time during exercise.29

Stress echocardiographic methods and CPET
After exercise cessation patients were put on a bed, near
the ergometer. Stress echocardiography was performed in a
supine position on a patient lying down1−2 min after peak
exercise.
Routine structural and haemodynamic indices of both
chambers at rest were measured following the guidelines.30
The systolic function of the left ventricle was deﬁned by
Simpson’s modiﬁed rule. The diastolic function of both ventricles was evaluated by the E/A ratio at rest.31 As a more
precise approach for diastolic dysfunction detection, tissue
Doppler analysis was used. We used e’ value as the average of medial and the lateral measurements for the mitral
annulus. The peak of the average E/e’ ratio > 15 was considered as a marker for stress induced left ventricular diastolic
dysfunction.30
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Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics was used for demographic and clinical
data presentation. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used
to explore the normality of distribution. Continuous variables were expressed as median and interquartile range when
data was not normally distributed and with mean ± SD if normal distribution was observed. Categorical variables were
presented as proportions. Data were compared between
patients with GOLD I and GOLD II. An unpaired Student’s
t test was performed for normally distributed continuous
variables. Mann---Whithney-U test was used in other cases.
Categorical variables were compared by the 2 test or the
Fisher exact test. Univariate logistic regression analysis was
applied to determine the ventilatory, echocardiographic and
CPET parameters, associated with CI and abnormal HRR.
Age, FEV1, body mass index, ICdyn, LV E/e’ at rest, stress
LV E/e’ > 15 were taken as covariates in multivariate logistic
regression analysis. In all cases a p value of less than 0.05
was considered signiﬁcant as determined with SPSS® 13.0
Software (SPSS, Inc, Chicago, Ill) statistics.

Results
Echocardiographic, ventilatory and cardiovascular
parameters of GOLD I and GOLD II patients at rest
Subjects enrolled in the study were Caucasians with a mean
age of 62.9 ± 7.5. Subjects are divided into two groups based
on the GOLD stages. The demographic and clinical data of
the patients is presented in Table 1. Though not of statistical signiﬁcance, there is a higher prevalence of DH, CI
and abnormal HRR in moderate, as compared to mild, COPD
patients. The echocardiographic characteristics (Table 2)
were similar between the patients with GOLD I and GOLD
II, but those with moderate disease demonstrated a higher
incidence of stress LVDD. The ventilatory, cardiovascular and
cardio-pulmonary exercise testing parameters of the two
groups at peak exercise are given in Tables 3 and 4.

Cardio-vascular parameters of GOLD I and GOLD II
patients at peak exercise
The patients with mild COPD achieved signiﬁcantly higher
peak HR and performed with higher MCR (Table 4). CI was
met in seven (44%) of them with median heart rate reserve
utilization --- 78.53 (69.61---89.42) Abnormal heart rate recovery was established in 12 (75%) of the mild COPD.
The moderate COPD subjects demonstrated much lower
MCR and chronotropic intolerance was met in 33 (65%)
of these patients; they reached much lower peak HR and
had a lower median heart rate reserve utilization 57.08
(41.74---81.12). Abnormal HRR was present in 40 (78%) of the
GOLD II patients.

Ventilatory parameters of GOLD I and GOLD II
patients at peak exercise
The analysis of the ventilatory parameters at peak exercise showed that mild COPD patients had higher minute

ventilation and higher breathing reserve in comparison to
those with moderate one. None of the patients in the studied group demonstrated static hyperinﬂation, but 32(46%)
showed DH. There is a predominant prevalence of hyperinﬂators --- 27(53)% among the patients with GOLD II in
comparison to GOLD I --- 5(31)% (Table 1).

Cardio-respiratory parameters of GOLD I and GOLD
II patients at peak exercise
According to the objective ATS/ACCP criteria, exercise was
considered maximal in all patients. The mild COPD patients
achieved a higher peak load, higher V’O2 at peak and at
anaerobic threshold. They performed with higher oxygen
pulse and lower VE/VCO2 slope (Table 4). Dyspnea was the
predominant limiting factor in 5 (31%) of GOLD I patients,
but exhausted breathing reserve was detected in only 2
(13%) of them; in comparison 46 (90%) of the GOLD II patients
complained of dyspnea and exhausted breathing reserve was
the limiting factor in 18 (35%) of them. Leg fatigue was the
reason for exercise cessation in 11 (69%) of GOLD I subjects, while 5 (10%) of the patients with GOLD II mntioned
it (Table 4).

Association between ventilatory, cardio-pulmonary
and echocardiographic parameters and AD
Table 5 demonstrates univariate logistic regression analysis for predictors of AD. Among the studied ventilatory,
cardio-pulmonary and echocardiographic parameters only
ICdyn and stress E/e’ > 15 presented as predictors for both
CI and abnormal HRR. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was also performed. The following covariates --- age,
BMI, FEV1, RV, RV/TLC, IC/TLC were taken in assumption.
The multivariate regression analysis did not show association
between the CI or abnormal HRR or any of the tested ventilatory, echocardiographic, CPET parameters or the BODE
index Table 5. DH is the only independent predictor of CI
and HRR in non-severe COPD patients.

Discussion
The major ﬁndings of our study are: (1) we demonstrate a
high prevalence of abnormal HRR (76.5%) and CI (54.5%) in
non-severe COPD patients who complain of exertional dyspnea and are free of overt cardiovascular diseases; (2) DH
was the only independent predictor for AD parameters (CI
and/or abnormal HRR); (3) the prevalence of HRR and CI
are independent from the FEV1, LV cardiac function and the
BODE index.
Chronotropic regulation of the cardiac function is responsible for HR response to exercise, HR recovery and HR
variability.32,33 AD was ﬁrst reported in advanced COPD with
respiratory failure and later in normoxemic patients.7,34
Data regarding the prevalence of CI in COPD patients is
even more controversial. The reasons for this are different
criteria for CI deﬁnition, different COPD stages and study
protocols.35,36 Abnormal HRR has also been demonstrated in
COPD independently of exercise intensity, peak and resting
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Table 1

Anthropometric, clinical and autonomic dysfunction parameters of the patients with GOLD I and GOLD II.

Demographic data
Age, year,
Male, n
Duration of COPD
Pack, years
Body mass index, kg/m2
Discharge medication
LABA, n (%)
LAMA, n (%)
LABA + LAMA, n (%)
Angiotensin converting enzyme Inhibitors, n (%)
Diuretics, n (%)
mMRC
6 MWT
Distance walked, m
AD prevalence
Chronotropic incompetence, n (%)
Abnormal HRR at 1 min, bpm
Dynamic hyperinﬂation
ICdyn > 150 mL
Stress LVDD
Stress E/e’ > 15

Patients with GOLD I (n, 16)

Patients with GOLD II (n, 51)

p-Value

57.19 ± 6.13
11
3.78 (2.86−5.12)
25.98 (23.79−31.81)
28.57 (25.49−32.65)

61.89 ± 5.79
48
9.87 (6.73−11.58)
29.19 (30.43 ± 38.87)
26.31 (20.86−33.48)

0.769*
0.378
0.619†
0.391†
0.717†

9 (56%)
7 (44%)
--11 (69%)
7 (44%)
1.5 (0.8−1.7)

18 (35%)
12 (24%)
21 (41%)
32 (63%)
29 (57%)
1.8 (1.1−2.0)

0.187
0.097
0.319
0.762
0.224
0.721

486.05 (451.38−499.21)

465.84 (436.73−481.19)

0.437

7 (44%)
12 (75%)

33 (65%)
40 (78%)

0.635
0.721

5 (31%)

27 (53%)

0.613

7 (44%)

39 (76%)

0.247

Abbreviations: GOLD --- Global Initiative On Obstructive Lung Disease; LABA --- long acting ␤2 agonists; LAMA --- long acting muscarine
antagonist; AD --- autonomic dysfunction;HRR ---heart rate recovery;bpm --- beats per minute; ICdyn = ICrest -ICpeak; LVDD --- left ventricular
diastolic dusfunction; LV --- left ventricle; mMRC --- modiﬁed Medical Research Council; 6MWT --- 6 min walking test.
* Unpaired t test.
† Mann---Whitney U test.
 Chi square test.

Table 2

Echocardiographic parameters of the patients with GOLD I and GOLD II.
Patients with GOLD I (n, 16)

LV structural parameters
LAVI, ml/m2
28.34 (26.58−31.29)
Septum, mm
11.00 (10−13)
PW, mm
11.05 (10.75−12)
LV functional parameters at rest
LVEF, %, Simpson
64.50 (61−66)
E/A ratio
0.89 (0.75−1.25)
E/e’ aver ratio
6.46 (6.05−8.33)
TR jet velocity, m/s
2.16 (1.98−2.31)
Dec-E, ms
210.5 (201.32−211.29)
IVRT, ms
89.6 (82.58−94.29)
LV functional parameters after exercise stress test
E/A ratio
1.25 (0.8−1.50)
E/e’ aver
8.07 (6.7−9.6)
e’ aver
10.03 (7.8−12.1)
TR jet velocity, m/s
2.63 (2.22−2.92)

Patients with GOLD II (n, 51)

p-Value

29.18 (27.61−32.83)
12.00 (11−13)
12.00 (11−13)

0.286*
0.887*
0.921*

61.00 (57−66)
0.75 (0.65−0.90)
6.97 (5.76−9.15)
2.34 (2.04−2.42)
211.8 (212.61−221.83)
91.2 (84.61−96.83)

0.653*
0.520*
0.456*
0.618*
0.374*
0.895*

1.53 (1.25−1.86)
17.43 (15.71−19.46)
7.8 (6.32−9.11)
2.76 (2.50−3.12)

0.043*
0.036*
0.012*
0.709*

Abbreviations: GOLD --- Global Initiative On Obstructive Lung Disease; LV --- left ventricular; LAVI --- left atrium volume index; PW --- posterior
wall; LVEF --- left ventricular ejection fraction; TR --- tricispidal; Dec-decelaration; IVRT --- isovolumic relaxation time.
* Mann---Whitney U test.

HR.37,38 It was associated with increased risk of all-cause
mortality especially among subjects with FEV1 < 50%.39
Our data supports previous ﬁndings. We observed both
abnormal HRR (assuming parasympathetic dysfunction) and

CI (an indicator of impaired sympathetic response) in COPD
patients, which implies that both limbs of the autonomic
cardiac regulation may be affected in mild/moderate COPD.
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Table 3

Cardio-vascular and ventilatory parameters at rest and at peak exercise of the patients with GOLD I and GOLD II.

Cardio-vascular parameters
HR at rest, bpm
Peak HR, bpm
HR max, %
Heart rate reserve use, %
MCR
Post-exercise
HRR at 1 min, bpm
Blood pressure at rest
Systolic blood pressure, mmHg
Diastolic blood pressure, mmHg
Blood pressure at peak exercise
Systolic blood pressure, mmHg
Diastolic blood pressure, mmHg
Ventilatory parameters at rest
FVC, l
FVC, % pred
FEV 1, l
FEV1, % pred
FEV1/FVC %
IC,l
TLC,l
TLC,% pred
RV,l
RV, % pred
IC/TLC,%
BODE index
Ventilatory parameters at peak exercise
Vt, l
VE, l/min
BR, %
EELV/ TLC, %

Patients with GOLD I (n, 16)

Patients with GOLD II (n, 51)

p-Value

78 (72---86)
138 (110---143)
86.7 (82.48−93.69)
78.53 (69.61−89.42)
0.73 (0.61−0.78)

89 (82---98)
117 (103---121)
77.84 (71.24−88.72)
57.08 (41.74−81.12)
0.54 (0.48−0.72)

0.502†
0.042†
0.014†
0.019†
0.032†

11 (5−12)

10 (3−12)

0.982†

126.73 ± 8.41
80.43 ± 4.14

128.87 ± 11.32
82.31 ± 6.56

0.803
0.451

161.81 ± 9.18
85.37 ± 7.65

169.62 ± 10.84
87.19 ± 7.32

0.219
0.398

4.68 (4.56−5.72)
83.42%
3.06 (3.02−3.39)
81.02 (80.56−89.21)
65.38(59.26−66.22)
3.19 (3.02−4.43)
7.48 (6.72−8.09)
91 (88---102)
2.38 (2.33−2.89)
92 (78---102)
45.62 (41.08−52.88)
1.05 (0.67−1.32)

3.72 (3.09---4.98)
84.11%
2.32 (1.56−3.21)
66.18 (59.21−72.65)
62.30 (50.48−64.45)
2.87 (2.40−3.32)
6.14 (5.59−7.28)
94 (86---109)
2.81 (1.82−3.39)
94 (87---111)
41.57 (38.89−47.31)
2.64 (1.47−3.81)

0.021†
0.036†
0.033†
0.040†
0.046†
0.216†
0.187†
0.709†
0.283†
0.421†
0.179†
0.016†

2.28 (1.79−3.34)
72.38 (60.87−84.58)
33.89 (21.68−39.83)
53 (50−59)

1.79 (1.57−2.02)
54.97 (46−62)
27.94 (20.87−33.38)
61 (54−70)

0.212†
0.031†
0.043†
0.047†

Abbreviations: HFpEF --- heart failure with preserved ejection fraction; HR --- heart rate; HRR --- heart rate recovery; CRI --- chronotropic
response index;bpm --- beats per minute; MCR --- metabolic-chrontropic relationship; IC --- inspiratory capacity; TLC --- total lung capacity;
FRC --- functional residual capacity; RV --- residual volume; Vt --- tidal volume; VE --- minute ventilation; EELV --- end expiratory lung volume;
BR --- breathing reserve.
† Mann---Whitney U test.
 Chi square test.

To the best of our knowledge, we ﬁrst to describe AD in
mild/moderate COPD patients who complain of exertional
dyspnea and are free of overt cardio-vascular diseases. The
design of the study takes into consideration the intake of
medication that may inﬂuence the autonomic nervous system response. The intake of ␤-blockers was an exclusion
criteria, and patients had ␤2-agonists and anticholinergic
medication withdrawn 24 h before CPET. Though HRR and CI
grew with the increase of BODE index and FEV1, none of
the respiratory or CPET parameters correlated with them.
Remembering that AD is associated with increased cardiovascular mortality in the general population, HRR and CI
may be useful independent markers for cardio-vascular risk
stratiﬁcation in COPD.40
Data regarding the relation between AD and FEV1 is controversial among studies. Chick et al., demonstrate delayed
HRR in COPD patients, independently of their FEV1.9 In contrast, Schedira et al., claim a higher prevalence of HRR as

FEV1 decreases.10 Hulo et al., ﬁnd similar trends regarding CRI.14 Gupta et al., describe that both HRR and CRI
are becoming more prevalent in advanced COPD stages.8
The controversies regarding the association between AD and
COPD progression is probably due to the different study
designs and protocol performance.
It is routinely assumed that AD is secondary to chronic
sympathetic system overactivation.41,42 Lung hyperinﬂation
induces compression of the pulmonary vessels and the heart;
the stroke volume and HR decrease.43,44 It is therefore
likely that lung hyperinﬂation in COPD blunts the cardiac chronotropic response and increases the sympathetic
overactivation.45,46 In normal subjects, sympathetic nerve
activity is generally synchronized with the central inspiratory motor activity. The degree of lung volume inﬂation
during inspiration activates pulmonary vagal afferents that
in turn inhibits sympathetic nerve discharge.47 The balance
between these mechanisms determines the effect of respi445
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Table 4

Cardio-pulmonary exercise testing parameters at peak exercise of the patients with GOLD I and GOLD II.

Peak Load, W
Peak Load, % pred
Exercise duration
Peak VE, l/min
Peak V’O2, ml/kg/min
Peak V’O2, % pred
V’O2 at AT, ml/kg/min
O2 pulse, ml/beat
Peak RER
VE/VCO2 slope
Peak Sat%
Borg dyspnea score
Borg leg discomfort score

Patients with GOLD I (n, 16)

Patients with GOLD II (n, 51)

p-Value

98 (100−140)
89.4 (78.56−97.14)
525.8 + 136.8
72.38 (60.87−84.58)
23.81 (22.06−25.18)
77.4 (62.8---80.9)
16.0 (15.0−16.6)
11.80 (10.15−12.19)
1.2 (1.1−1.3)
26.76 (24.02−30.58)
95.00 (94.02−95.67)
4 (3−7)
4 (4−7)

90 (80−100)
83.18 (58.54−88.34)
484.3 + 129.1
54.97 (46−62)
18.46 (15.86−19.98)
70.0 (55.0−80.0)
12.1 (10.6−14.1)
10.90 (10.00−13.04)
1.2 (1.1−1.3)
31.17 (27.15−34.68)
94.9 (94.4−95.25)
4 (3−5)
4 (3−5)

0.018†
0.044†
0.312†
0.031†
0.028†
0.036†
0.047†
0.076†
0.758†
0.035†
0.089†
0.621†
0.098†

Abbreviations: HFpEF- heart failure with preserved ejection fraction; RER --- respiratory exchange ratio;AT anaerobic threshold; VE --minute ventilation;V’O2 --- oxygen uptake.
 Chi square test.
† Mann---Whitney U test.

Table 5 Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analysis between respiratory, cardio-pulmonary and echocardiographic
parameters and AD parameters.
CI

Abnormal HRR

Univaraiate analysis

p-Value

OR

95% CI

p-Value

OR

95% CI

FEV 1, l/min
FRC,l
RV,l
IC/TLC,%
RV/TLC,%
Vt, l
VE, l
BR, %
ICdyn > 150 mL
Peak Load, W
Peak V’O2, mL/min/kg
Peak O2 pulse mL/min/kg
VE/VCO2 slope
BODE index
LV E/e’ at rest
Stress LV E/e’ >15
Multivaraiate analysis
ICdyn

0.079
0.064
0.073
0.082
0.301
0.090
0.319
0.065
0.036
0.071
0.623
0.126
0.074
0.152
0.078
0.023

1.008
0.617
1.562
0.911
0.921
1.002
0.954
0.958
18.9
1.107
0.769
0.989
0.830
0.013
0.542
3.673

0.990−1.623
0.327−1.324
0.998−2.864
0.614−1.206
0.689−1.223
0.831−1.948
0.788−1.923
0.779−1.561
4.521−32.418
0.604 -1.221
0.412−0.965
0.674−1.003
0.987−1.871
0.000−0.938
0.423−0.897
1.418−6.924

0.651
0.231
0.097
0.457
0.793
0.151
0.421
0.059
0.027
0.109
0.398
0.812
0.231
0.473
0.067
0.048

0.924
0.712
1.023
0.876
0.658
0.918
0.683
0.917
19.3
2.401
1.023
0.911
1.076
0.811
1.241
2.037

0.626−1.397
0.478−0.909
0.096−1.241
0.418−1.259
0.395−0.968
0.549−1.328
0.264−1.014
0.692−1.218
3.804−27.613
1.013 -5.411
0.587- 3.102
0.634−2.121
0.754−3.812
0.432−3.089
0.932−1.968
1.806−5.473

0.042

11.21

3.862−27.851

0.039

12.06

2.653−19.087

Abbreviations: FEV1 --- forced expiratory volume in 1 s; IC --- inspiratory capacity; TLC --- total lung capacity; RV --- residual volume; FRC
--- functional residual capacity; Vt --- tidal volume; VE --- minute ventilation; BR --- breathing reserve; EELV --- end expiratory lung volume;
HRR --- heart rate recovery; CI --- chronotropic incompetence.

ratory modulation on the autonomic nervous system, which
in COPD patients is likely to become in favor of sympathetic
activation.45,46 Although hyperinﬂation correlates to sympathetic overactivation in COPD, in most of the studies its role
has been overlooked. It is unclear whether DH is associated
with AD. CI has been most commonly diagnosed when HR
fails to reach 80%---85% of the HRmax.33
In order to objectively evaluate CI in COPD, we, for the
ﬁrst time, employed the Wilkoff formula --- the relationship
between HR and V’O2 during exercise.25 The advantage of

using the formula and the metabolic-chronotropic relationship as a marker for CI, is that MCR is adjusted for age,
physical ﬁtness, functional capacity and is unaffected by
the exercise testing mode or protocol.48,49 This metabolicchronotropic relationship approach allowed us to deﬁne an
association between AD and DH. We have shown that CI evaluated by the metabolic-chronotropic relationship is highly
prevalent in a cohort of COPD patients. Adding evaluation
of CI to standard pulmonary function parameters at rest
and during incremental exercise let us determine DH as a
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potential mechanism of attenuated HR response even in
mild/moderate COPD. The results of the study are strengthened by the fact that none of the patients had LV systolic
dysfunction.
In summary, abnormal HRR and CI are prevalent in nonsevere COPD even in the absence of overt CV comorbidities.
Neither abnormal HRR, nor CI are associated with the
degree of airﬂow limitation (FEV1), LV cardiac function or
the BODE index. DH is the only independent predictor for
them. Evaluation of AD during incremental CPET unravels
lung hyperinﬂation as a potential mechanism of attenuated
HR response and diminished physical activity in non-severe
COPD free of overt CV comorbidities. This multifaceted
approach to dyspnea may facilitate the discrimination of its
pathogenesis and improve its proper clinical management.
Our study conﬁrms the versatile clinical presentation of a disease, affecting the lungs and going beyond
them in its pathophysiological sequelae. The contemporary phenotype/endotype approach in COPD is undoubtedly
demanding.50 It is unfortunately obvious that the signs
and symptoms, the CT and spirometry parameters, are
insuffucient to cluster the patients and to facilitate
the establishment of biomarkers, useful for precise
pharmacotherapy.50 The pathophysiological phenotypisation
may propel the laborious ambition of understanding the heterogeneous multimorbidity of COPD.

Study limitations
The main limitations of this study are: (1) the relatively
small sample size and the multiple tests may lead to false
commission or omission results (type I/type II error); (2)
coronary artery disease may not be excluded as neither
invasive (coronary angiography), nor sophisticated imaging modalities (exercise single photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) --- myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI))
were performed; (3) most of our patients had arterial hypertension, but it was controlled by optimal medical treatment,
not clinically overt; (4) COPD patients experience enhanced
pressure swings during the respiratory cycle and measurements were performed at the end of expiration, which may
have inﬂuenced the results; (5) we do not have invasive measurement of sPAP; (6) measurements were acquired in the
early recovery period (approximately 2 min) after symptomlimited exercise. The timeline of changes in the pulmonary
and intrathoracic pressures during the brief time interval
from peak exercise to their measurement in early recovery
is not well known and underestimation is possible.
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Abstract
Setting: A tertiary care hospital in North India.
Objective: Tuberculosis (TB) remains a major public health problem in developing countries.
The diagnosis of tuberculosis is still challenging in primary care settings in endemic countries
like India. WHO has endorsed loop mediated isothermal ampliﬁcation assay (LAMP) for TB as
a replacement for smear microscopy for peripheral settings, however, more data is required
to establish the speciﬁcity of this modality for the diagnosis of TB. In this study we aim to
determine the diagnostic accuracy of the TB-LAMP assay in pulmonary tuberculosis.
Design: A total of 236 patients (117 cases suspected of TB and 119 patients with non-TB
pulmonary disease) were enrolled between February to July, 2018. Microbiological workups
consisting of mycobacterial smear microscopy, culture, Xpert MTB/Rif and TB-LAMP were performed.
Results: From 236 samples, 18 (7.6%) were excluded from the study. TB-LAMP and Xpert MTB/RIF
were positive in 46 (21.1%) and 49 (22.5%) of the samples, respectively. The sensitivity of Xpert
MTB/RIF and TB-LAMP, when culture was taken as a reference standard, was 90% (95%CI: 78.296.7) and 82% (95%CI: 68.6−91.4), respectively. The speciﬁcity, positive predictive value (PPV),
and negative predictive value (NPV) of TB-LAMP assay were 96.8% (95%CI: 92.8−98.9), 89.1%
(95%CI: 77.4−95.2), and 94.4% (95%CI: 90.4−96.5), respectively.
Conclusion: The TB-LAMP assay showed a good speciﬁcity and sensitivity for detection ofM.
tuberculosis in adults, however, for programmatic implementation, more studies are required
to be conducted at peripheral level healthcare settings.
© 2020 Published by Elsevier España, S.L.U. on behalf of Sociedade Portuguesa de Pneumologia.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
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Introduction
Tuberculosis (TB) poses a colossal challenge for national
tuberculosis control programmes owing to high morbidity
and mortality. In 2018, WHO projected a total of ten million new cases, with a mortality of 1.5 million cases across
the globe. Thirty endemic countries account for 87% of the
TB cases, of which India contributes a total of 2,155,894
notiﬁed cases, in spite of stringent elimination programs in
place.1 One of the major contributing factor is high prevalence of affected but hidden cases. Many cases remain
undiagnosed due to the inaccessibility to diagnostic tests at
peripheral level or due to poor performance of the available
tests. The gold standard for the diagnosis of TB remains the
culture. However, it is labor-intensive and the results are
available quite late. Moreover, the primary test in most of
the settings is smear microscopy with low reproducibility
and sensitivity as low as 50---70%.2,3 Nucleic acid ampliﬁcation tests (NAATs) are useful for rapid diagnosis of the cases,
however, the cost and pre-requisite of sophisticated laboratory settings are the main impediments in the peripheral
and rural areas. To address this limitation, World Health
Organization (WHO) has endorsed cartridge based NAATs
(CB-NAAT), the Xpert MTB/RIF assay, for uniformity in diagnosis and detection of drug resistance to rifampicin.4 Xpert
MTB/RIF assay is easy with a shorter turnaround time (TAT).
The overall sensitivity and speciﬁcity of Xpert MTB/RIF assay
in respiratory samples has been reported to be 88% and
98%, respectively. However, the sensitivity and speciﬁcity
for diagnosis of extra-pulmonary cases was lower but not
inferior, when compared to culture as a reference standard.
Recently, the newer generation Xpert, i.e. Xpert MTB/RIF
Ultra has also been endorsed by WHO with a higher sensitivity (3---5% more than Xpert MTB/RIF assay) but decreased
speciﬁcity.5
Another molecular assay endorsed by WHO as an alternative to smear microscopy for diagnosis of pulmonary
TB in symptomatic adults is Tuberculosis- Loop Mediated
Isothermal Ampliﬁcation (TB-LAMP) assay, which has shown a
pooled sensitivity of 78% in clinical validation by WHO-FIND.
The endorsement of TB-LAMP is another signiﬁcant step by
WHO for accomplishing the goal of ‘‘End TB’’ strategy. TBLAMP is comparatively easier, having strand-displacement
along with replication activity, does not require stringent
temperature conditions for the reaction, is less laborintensive, has a higher speciﬁcity and sensitivity compared
to smear microscopy of 69-100% and has a shorter TAT
of one hour.6 The validation has been based upon studies
conducted in limited settings, and needs more extensive
research before implementation of this test at the peripheral level. All the available studies have been conducted on
the TB suspect samples without including any control arm.
Hence, the present study was designed to determine the
diagnostic accuracy of TB-LAMP assay in TB suspects as well
as in patients with pulmonary diseases other than TB.

Methodology
Study setting
The study was carried out in the Department of Medical
Microbiology, Postgraduate Institute of Medical education

and Research (PGIMER), Chandigarh, India. The laboratory
is accredited by NABL:ISO and Central TB Division, India,
for routine diagnosis and drug resistance of tuberculosis.
The sputum samples from pulmonary diseases other than
TB were collected from patients attending the outpatient
department of Pulmonary Medicine, PGIMER, Chandigarh.
The sputum samples of suspected TB cases were received in
the laboratory from different directly observed treatment,
short-course (DOTS) centers under Revised National Tuberculosis Control Program (RNTCP) program in Chandigarh.
Ethical clearance was taken from Institute Ethics Committee, PGIMER, Chandigarh.

Clinical samples
A total of 236 patients were enrolled from February to July,
2018. Of the 236 patients, 117 were suspected TB cases and
119 patients had pulmonary disease other than TB. One sputum sample from each patient was taken and transferred to
the laboratory immediately. Microbiological investigations
smear microscopy, mycobacterial culture, Xpert MTB/RIF
and TB-LAMP were performed. The demographic details of
all the patients were noted from RNTCP request forms and
the patient’s proforma.

Smear and mycobacterial culture
The smears were prepared directly from the sputum samples. Ziehl-Neelsen(ZN) staining was performed and the
smears were reported as per RNTCP guidelines. Subsequently, the samples were decontaminated by NALC-NaOH
method and 500 L of the processed sample was inoculated
in the mycobacterial growth indicator tube (MGIT).7 The
tubes were placed in the MGIT 960 instrument (BD, USA) and
incubated for 42 days. The positive tubes were conﬁrmed for
M. tuberculosis using SD bioline MPT64 Ag kit (Abbott, USA).

Xpert MTB/RIF assay
The Xpert MTB/RIF assay (Cepheid, USA) was performed
as per the manufacturer’s instructions. The buffer was
mixed in double amount with the sample and incubated
at room temperature for 15 min. Subsequently, the sample was transferred into cartridge and placed in Xpert
machine. The results were interpreted either as M. tuberculosis detected with or without rifampicin resistance, or no
target detected.8

TB-LAMP assay
The TB LAMP assay was performed using Loopamp MTBC
Detection Kit (Eiken, Japan). The sample (60 L) was transferred into the heating tube and incubated at 95 ◦ C for 5 min.
Then, the heating tube was screw-capped with absorbent
tube, mixed and transferred into reaction mix tubes. The
reaction mix tube was incubated at 65 ◦ C and the ﬁnal
results, in terms of ﬂuorescence, were interpreted.9
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Figure 1

Workﬂow of the study.

Sensitivity and speciﬁcity calculation
The M. tuberculosis culture was taken as a reference standard for the calculation of sensitivity, speciﬁcity, positive
predicted value (PPV) and negative predicted value (NPV).
All the parameters were calculated using Medcalc online
software.

TB LAMP and Xpert MTB/RIF in smear negative cases was
55.6% (95% CI: 30.8-78.5%) and 75% (95% CI: 50.9-91.3%) or
97.5% (95% CI: 93.8-99.3%) and 98.1% (95% CI: 94.5-99.6%),
respectively. The speciﬁcity and NPV of TB-LAMP assay in
non-TB cases was found to be 99.1% (95% CI: 94.9- 99.9%)
and 100%, respectively (Table 1). The area under curve (AUC)
of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for TBLAMP and Xpert MTB/RIF was 0.895 and 0.938, respectively
(Fig. 2).

Results
Of the 236 samples, 17 samples showed culture contamination and one sample had invalid Xpert result, so 18 (7.6%)
samples were excluded from the study. Of the remaining
218 samples, there were 128 (58.7%) males and 90 (41.3%)
females. The age of the patients was between 18 to 80
years, with a median of 47 years. A total of 110 (50.4%)
samples were from suspected TB patients and 108 (49.5%)
from pulmonary disease other than TB. The patients of
pulmonary disease other than TB included patients with carcinoma (30, 13.7%), allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis
(8, 3.7%), asthma (11, 5%), bronchiectasis (13, 5.9%), chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (12, 5.5%), chronic pulmonary aspergillosis (9, 4.1%), cough and chest pain (7,
3.2%), shortness of breath (4.1%), and others (9, 4.1%;
allergic rhinitis, hilar mass, primary lung mass, metastatic
lesions, ﬁbrosis, sarcoidosis, GERD, pneumothorax, and seasonal allergy). In patients with suspected TB, the culture,
Xpert MTB/RIF assay and TB-LAMP was positive in 50 (22.9%),
49 (22.5%) and 46 (21.1%) samples, respectively (Fig. 1).

Diagnostic accuracy of TB LAMP and Xpert MTB/RIF
The sensitivity of TB-LAMP, Xpert MTB/RIF and smear was
noted to be 82% (95% CI: 68.6-91.4%), 90% (95% CI: 78.296.7%) and 64% (95% CI: 49.2-79.1%), respectively, using
culture as a reference standard. The speciﬁcity, PPV and
NPV of TB-LAMP assay was found to be 96.8% (95% CI:
92.8-98.9%), 89.1% (95% CI: 77.4-95.2%) and 94.4% (95%
CI: 90.4-96.5%), respectively. On the contrary, the speciﬁcity, PPV and NPV of Xpert MTB/RIF was noted to be
97.5% (95% CI: 93.6-99.3%), 91.8% (95% CI: 80.9-96.5%) and
96.8% (95% CI: 93.1- 98.6%), respectively, which is more
than TB-LAMP. However, the sensitivity and speciﬁcity of

Discussion
WHO has endorsed TB-LAMP to strengthen diagnostic testing
in peripheral health centers to achieve the WHO ‘‘End TB’’
strategy.10,11 The Xpert MTB/RIF assay has been evaluated in
many studies across the globe, however, the same does not
hold true for TB-LAMP assay, for which very limited studies
have been conducted in different geographical regions. In
this study, we appraised the sensitivity and speciﬁcity of TB
LAMP assay in suspected TB as well as non-TB pulmonary
disease cases.
In the present study, the overall speciﬁcity of TB-LAMP
assay was noted to be 96.8%, which is in concordance to
other studies that have shown speciﬁcity of 96.7---98.7%.12,13
The overall speciﬁcity of Xpert MTB/RIF assay in our study
was 97.5%, which was higher than the TB-LAMP assay. This
is in concordance with other studies, most of which have
revealed a speciﬁcity of 97.2---99.3%. The sensitivity of TB
LAMP assay was 82%, which is comparable to other studies in
which have shown sensitivity of 92---100% respectively.9,14---16
On the contrary, the studies conducted in China, India and
Vietnam revealed sensitivity as low as 70.6---79.6%.12,17 The
overall sensitivity of the TB-LAMP assay was higher than the
smear (82% vs. 64%). In smear negative and smear positive
TB cases, it was 55.6% and 96.8%, respectively. However,
the previous studies had also shown the similar sensitivities
in smear negative cases, e.g. Kim et al. and Pham et al.
(46.6---58.8%).12,15 The indeterminate results with TB-LAMP
were exceptionally rare18 and the same was noted in the
present study.
The sensitivity of Xpert MTB/RIF assay was 90% in our
study, which was better than TB-LAMP assay. This could
be because of the larger volume of sample used in Xpert
MTB/RIF as compared to TB-LAMP. A meta-analysis to ana451
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Table 1

Diagnostic accuracy of TB LAMP and Xpert MTB/RIF assay in different groups.

Patient group

Overall
Smear Negative
cases
Smear Positive
cases
Non-TB pulmonary
disease cases

Figure 2

Diagnostic assay

Sensitivity % (95%
CI)

Speciﬁcity% (95%
CI)

Positive predictive
value % (95% CI)

Negative
predictive value %
(95% CI)

Xpert MTB/RIF
TB LAMP
Smear
Xpert MTB/RIF
TB LAMP
Xpert MTB/RIF
TB LAMP
Xpert MTB/RIF

90 (78.2−96.7)
82 (68.6−91.4)
64 (49.2−79.1)
75 (50.9−91.3)
55.6 (30.8−78.5)
100 (88.8-100)
96.8 (83.3−99.9)
---

91.8 (80.9−96.5)
89.1 (77.4−95.2)
96.9 (81.8−99.6)
83.3(61.3−94)
71.4(46.6−87.8)
93.9 (79.7-98.4)
88.2 (74.1−95.2)
---

96.8 (93.1−98.6)
94.4(90.4−96.5)
89.7(85.8−92.7)
96.8(93.5−98.5)
95.2(92.1−97.1)
100
99.1 (93.9−99.9)
100

TB LAMP

---

97.5 (93.6−99.3)
96.8 (92.8−98.9
99.4 (96.5−99.9)
98.1 (94.5−99.6)
97.5(93.8−99.3)
98.2 (93.5-99.8)
96.4 (91−99)
99.1%
(94.9---99.9%)
99.1% (94.999.9%)

---

100

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for detection of M tuberculosis by TB LAMP and Xpert MTB/RIF assay.

lyze the diagnostic accuracy of TB-LAMP has concluded that
TB-LAMP has moderate sensitivity (77.7%) and high level of
speciﬁcity (98.1%). The pooled sensitivity and speciﬁcity of
TB-LAMP is comparable to Xpert MTB/RIF in all, except HIVpositive individuals, in whom the pooled sensitivity falls
down to 63.8%. This can be attributed to a high proportion of smear-negativity amongst HIV-positive individuals.
The major advantage of Xpert MTB/RIF over TB-LAMP is the
detection of rifampicin resistance along with M. tuberculosis. The rifampicin resistance detection by Xpert MTB/RIF

helps in better management of RR/MDR-TB where the prevalence of rifampicin resistance is high. However, in this study
we did not ﬁnd any resistance to rifampicin by Xpert MTB/RIF
and phenotypic DST was also not performed.
We have included sputum samples from pulmonary illness other than TB to evaluate the speciﬁcity of this assay
which is major strength of this study. Of these 108 samples,
only one was detected as false positive by both TB-LAMP
and Xpert MTB/RIF assays. The speciﬁcity of this assay in
pulmonary disease other than TB has not been previously
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explored to the best of our knowledge. Other than routine
healthcare settings, this assay could also prove to be a useful tool for screening TB in special high-risk settings such
as prisons, immigrants and close contact settings. Linhas R
et al. discussed the problem of TB screening in immigrants
in Portugal and highlighted the importance of the rapid,
accurate and economic test for TB screening.18 The limitation of this study lies in small number of samples in both
groups (suspected TB and non-TB pulmonary disease) and
that phenotypic DST was not performed for rifampicin.
The present study concluded that TB-LAMP could be used
as an ancillary test to sputum microscopy or as a follow-up
alternative to the same, since it fulﬁlls the WHO criteria of
an alternative test.19 Though the sensitivity and speciﬁcity
in our study was inferior to the Xpert MTB/RIF, there was no
signiﬁcant difference for the same, as has also been reported
earlier.20 Moreover, the end-user proﬁle is different for both
the tests and the cost effectiveness study conducted by WHO
determined low cost per test for TB-LAMP with low operational, budgetary and incremental costs,6 thus facilitating
its use as an alternative highly sensitive test in peripheral
settings. Therefore, TB-LAMP is a viable alternative to smear
microscopy in resource-poor settings with insufﬁcient infrastructure for Xpert MTB/RIF.
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Abstract
Background: It is critical to developing an accurate method for differentiating between malignant and benign solitary pulmonary nodules. This study aimed was to establish a predicting
model of lung nodules malignancy in a real-world setting.
Methods: The authors retrospectively analysed the clinical and computed tomography (CT)
data of 121 patients with lung nodules, submitted to percutaneous CT-guided transthoracic
biopsy, between 2014 and 2015. Multiple logistic regression was used to screen independent
predictors for malignancy and to establish a clinical prediction model to evaluate the probability
of malignancy.
Results: From a total of 121 patients, 75 (62%) were men and with a mean age of 64.7 years
old. Multivariate logistic regression analysis identiﬁed six independent predictors of malignancy:
age, gender, smoking status, current extra-pulmonary cancer, air bronchogram and nodule size
(p<0.05). The area under the curve (AUC) was 0.8573.
Conclusions: The prediction model established in this study can be used to assess the probability
of malignancy in the Portuguese population, thereby providing help for the diagnosis of lung
nodules and the selection of follow-up interventions.
© 2020 Sociedade Portuguesa de Pneumologia. Published by Elsevier España, S.L.U. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bync-nd/4.0/).
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Pulmonary nodules are a common ﬁnding on chest computed
tomography (CT) and present as a challenge to clinicians.
The majority are not malignant and usually have no clinical signiﬁcance.1---4 Fleischner guidelines5 pertain to the
follow-up and management of pulmonary nodules detected

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pulmoe.2020.06.011
2531-0437/© 2020 Sociedade Portuguesa de Pneumologia. Published by Elsevier España, S.L.U. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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incidentally on chest CT. However, their malignant potential
is mostly unknown at the time of detection.
Lung cancer is the most signiﬁcant cause of death from
cancer in the world. It is usually diagnosed in an advanced
stage, resulting in a 5-year survival rate of 17.4%.6 Its
complexity from both histopathological and biological perspectives, perhaps having multiple preneoplastic pathways,
poses an enormous challenge for an early diagnosis.7 Thus,
to reduce the mortality rate, the ideal would be developing strategies to diagnose lesions in the pre-invasive state.
In 2011, the National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) showed a
reduction in lung cancer mortality of 26% in men, 39---61%
in women and 20% globally, for annual screening with lowdose CT scanning, compared with no screening or with
chest radiography.1 The recent publication of the DutchBelgian Randomized Lung Cancer Screening (Nelson) Trial, a
population-based randomized controlled trial, showed that
volume low-dose CT screening had lower lung cancer mortality than no screening, in high-risk patients.8 However,
the main challenge in CT screening is the high prevalence
of pulmonary nodules and the relatively low incidence of
lung cancer.1---5 Several studies have shown that the most
important predictors of malignancy for pulmonary nodules
include size, appearance and growth rate (volume doubling
time <400 days), patient’s age, smoking and extrapulmonary
tumour history.9---15 Although those factors are supported by
clinical experience, they do not seem to be enough to choose
a course of action.5,10,12,16,17
Sometimes the question is raised: what is the best clinical
guidance after identiﬁcation of a pulmonary nodule? Percutaneous CT-guided transthoracic biopsy is frequently used
for the diagnosis of lung nodules, particularly for peripheral or bronchoscopic inaccessible lung lesions.18,19 Although
an effective approach in experienced hands, it has limitations with smaller nodules and ground-glass lesions and,
a considerable complication rate (pneumothorax range for
4---40% and 1---7% for haemoptysis).18,20---22 On the other hand,
choosing a follow-up strategy increases stress and exposure
to radiation from numerous CT scans and allows possibly
malignant nodules to evolve, delaying cancer diagnosis and
treatment.9,23 Consequently, clinicians must carefully weigh
up whether the risk of cancer of a lung nodule justiﬁes the
potential harm of a biopsy.

Objectives
In this paper, the authors aimed to deﬁne which clinical and
radiological characteristics could suggest malignancy, in a
real-world setting, and therefore better correlate with the
decision for a biopsy. Finally, the authors built a model to
assist in the decision-making process for an invasive diagnosis.

Methods
Study population
Study cohort included patients who underwent percutaneous CT-guided transthoracic biopsy for one year, at Centro
Hospitalar Universitário de São João (Porto, Portugal). Only
cases where the biopsy target was less than 3 cm diameters

in initial CT evaluation were included. Patients with a clinical record of interstitial lung disease were excluded. Written
informed consent, before the chest CT biopsy, was obtained
from all patients.
The study was approved by Centro Hospitalar Universitário de São João Ethics Committee.

Data collection
Clinical and socio-demographic data were collected from
patients’ electronic records. The data included age, sex,
smoking status (non-smoker, active smoker and former
smoker), symptoms at detection and history of tuberculosis. Cancer history was also considered, divided into
pulmonary and extra-pulmonary tumours, and subsequently
into current or previous illness. Other medical backgrounds,
like chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, bronchiectasis,
obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome, pulmonary aspergillosis, was also recorded. Later, the histologic result was
documented.

Chest CT analysis
Chest CT-scan were obtained from the hospital’s electronic records and analyzed by two Radiology assistants
with more than 15 years of experience. The biopsy CT-scan
was assessed, retrospectively, for tumour characteristics
by a ﬁrst Radiologist, who was blinded to the clinical and
histological ﬁndings. The cases were later reviewed and
approved by a second Radiologist. Radiological features
recorded included the tumour shape (round, ovoid, bilobed
or irregular), sphericity and attenuation (pure ground glass,
semisolid or solid), tumour location (central or peripheral), margins (smooth, spiculated or lobulated), presence
of internal air bronchogram, cavitation, single nodule and
pleural contact. The size was obtained from the ﬁrst CT
available. Measurements were made to the nearest centimetre using manually placed computer electronic callipers
considering the nodule biggest axis.

Statistical analysis
Categorical variables are presented as frequencies and
percentages and were compared with the use of the Chisquare test. Continuous variables are presented as means
and standard deviations and were compared with the use
of the t-test. The interaction of these variables with the
biopsy result was expressed as risk ratios (RRs). A logistic
regression model was constructed to assess the association between the outcome (benign/malignant) and the
pre-biopsy characteristics. Individual malignancy probability could be obtained by getting the sum of the products
of the coefﬁcient of each independent variable (ˇ1 − n)
included in the logistic model and their code (X1 − n) --according to the table score --- and replacing it in the formula:

1 + e− (Constant −
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Odds ratio (OR) and 95% conﬁdence interval (CI) were
calculated for the model variables. The signiﬁcance level
was set at p < 0.05 (two-sided). IBM SPSS Statistics 24, STATA
Statistical Data Analysis 9.0 and BiostatXL MIX 2.0 were used
to compute all these estimates.

Results
During the study period, 121 patients were eligible. The
mean age was 64.7 ± 12.3 years, and 75 (62%) of the
patients were male. The majority (84.5%) were discovered
by accident. Table 1 shows the patients’ demographic and
clinical characteristics. Malignant nodules were observed
in sixty-four (53%) patients. The majority of those were
lung adenocarcinoma (n = 35, 54.7%). Other malignancies
included carcinoid tumour (n = 11, 17.2%), extrathoracic
tumours (n = 7, 11%), squamous-cell carcinoma (n = 4, 6.3%),
large-cell carcinoma (n = 2, 3.1%), small-cell lung carcinoma
(n = 2, 3.1%), lymphoma (n = 2, 3.1%) and adenosquamous
carcinoma (n = 1, 1.6%). Twenty-three (40.4%) patients, with
benign lung nodules, had no speciﬁc diagnosis (histology with
no signs of malignancy), and the remainder included chondroid hamartoma (n = 13, 22.8%), benign neoplasms (n = 11,
19.1%) and infectious process (n = 10, 17.5%).
Patients with malignant nodules were signiﬁcantly older
than patients with benign nodules (≥70 years: 64.6% vs.
35.4%, p = 0.037, RR = 1.43) and more likely to have current extra-pulmonary cancer (81.3% vs. 18.8%; p = 0.015,
RR = 1.64); however, these association were not identiﬁed in the previous history of extra-pulmonary cancer.
Radiological characteristics were identiﬁed with signiﬁcant
associations between malignancy and a central location
(p = 0.008, RR = 1.85), lobulated (p = 0.012, RR = 1.54) and
spiculated (p = 0.025, RR = 1.48) margins, air bronchogram
(p = 0.014, RR = 1.73), pleural contact (p = 0.003, RR = 1.68),
size (p < 0.001). Neither the shape, predominant margins,
calciﬁcation, single nodule nor attenuation differences were
statistically associated with a malignant nodule. Table 1 and
Fig. 2 show the interaction between some of the patients’
clinical and radiological characteristics and the ﬁnal biopsy
result.
Clinical and radiological characteristics were then
used to build a logistic model to predict the probability
of nodule malignancy. Of those, age, gender, smoking
status, current extra-pulmonary cancer, nodule size and
presence of air bronchogram were independent risk
factors for malignancy (Table 2). Patients ≥70 years
old (OR 4.77; 95% CI: 1.65---13.76) and female patients
(OR 6.51; 95%CI: 1.50---28.10), for instance, were more
likely to have malignant nodules. The likelihood of
malignancy also increased with every 1-mm increase in
diameter (OR 1.25; 95% CI: 1.12---1.38). The clinical prediction model is described as follow: −8.61 + (1.56 × Age
Category) + (1.87 × Gender) + (1.26 × Smoking
Status) + (1.28 × Current ExtraPulmonary Cancer) + (1.27 × Air
Bronchogram) + (0.22 × Nodule Size)---Fig. 1 and Table 3.
Thus, for example, the probability of a 60 year-old male
patient, active smoker, with no current extra-pulmonary
cancer and a 10 mm nodule with air bronchogram, having a malignant nodule could be computed by: −8.61
+ (1.56 × 0) + (1.87 × 1) + (1.26 × 1) + (1.28 × 0) + (1.27 × 1)

+ (0.22 × 10) = −2.01 which indicates a low probability of
malignancy -2.5 to 27%. However, a ≥70 year-old female
patient, former smoker, with no current extra-pulmonary
cancer and with a 15 mm nodule with air bronchogram:
−8.61 + (1.56 × 1) + (1.87 × 2) + (1.26 × 0) + (1.28 × 0)
+ (1.27 × 1) + (0.22 × 15) = 6.04 has a malignancy probability
of 87 to 99%.
The accuracy of the ﬁnal model was good, with an
area under the curve (AUC) of 0.8573. Its sensitivity was
78%, speciﬁcity was 85%, the positive predictive value
was 85.2%, and the negative predictive value was 78%
(Supplementary material). The area under ROC curve of
our model [AUC = 0.8573 (95% CI, 0.778---0.919)] was signiﬁcantly higher than the Brock model [AUC = 0.7384 (95% CI,
0.646---0.813)], p = 0.005. ROC curve of our proposed model
and the Brock model are displayed in Fig. 3.

Discussion
The authors investigated a sample of 121 Portuguese
patients to establish which characteristics would identify
a malignant lung nodule. The ﬁnal model identiﬁed four
clinical indicators (age, gender, smoking status and current
extra-pulmonary cancer) and two imaging indices (maximum nodule diameter and presence of air bronchogram)
relevant to estimating the probability of malignancy and
help guide follow-up decision. For the most part, these
ﬁndings were consistent with previous studies. Older
age,10,16,24---26 gender,27 smoking history10,24---27 and maximum
nodule diameter10,16,24---26,28 were already referred to as lung
cancer predictors. Furthermore, this study identiﬁed air
bronchogram and current extra-pulmonary cancer as relevant in the decision-making process. In contrast to the BTS
guidelines,15 which recommends the application of the Brock
model,17 our study did not ﬁnd the presence of spiculation
or a predominant spiculated margin and part-solid nodules
to be relevant in estimating the probability of malignancy.
The need to distinguish benign and malignant nodules
makes the clinical management of pulmonary nodules challenging. The ﬁrst recommendations, as a standard practice,
regarded all noncalciﬁed pulmonary nodules as potentially
malignant lesions, requiring follow-up CT screening, until
proven stable, for a period of 2 years.29,30 Later, the 2017
Fleischner Society Guidelines5 increased the size threshold
for routine follow-up of solid nodules to 6 mm, because of
data from several screening trials which indicated that the
risk of lung cancer in nodules <6 mm is considerably less than
1%, even in patients at high-risk. However, these individuals may warrant follow-up at 12 months, if they have a
suspicious morphology, upper lobe location, or both. Solid
nodules measuring 6---8 mm in patients with low clinical risk
are recommended for follow-up at 6---12 months, extending
to 24 months depending on morphology and if stability is
uncertain. In high-risk patients, the initial follow-up examination is at 6---12 months and always extends to 24 months.
For nodules larger than 8 mm in diameter, both invasive
and non-invasive management options are included. Despite
these recommendations, some studies31---33 have shown that
the management of pulmonary nodules does not always
receive follow-up concordant with Fleischner Society Guidelines.
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Table 1

Clinical data description and relationship between these and ﬁnal biopsy results; TB --- tuberculosis.

Population characteristics

Total, n (%)

Malignant
Nodule, n (%)

Benign Nodule,
n (%)

p Value
0.037

Age
<70 years
≥70 years

73 (60.3)
48 (39.7)

33 (45.2)
31 (64.6)

40 (54.8)
17 (35.4)

Gender
Male
Female

75 (62)
46 (38)

38 (50.7)
26 (56.5)

37 (49.3)
20 (43.5)

Smoking status
Not smoker
Current smoker
Former smoker

39 (33.6)
31 (26.7)
46 (39.7)

21 (53.8)
14 (45.2)
27 (58.7)

18 (46.2)
17 (54.8)
19 (41.3)

13
4
3
53
10
61

3
1
4
45
1
51

0.531

5 (4.1)

Current extra-pulmonary cancer history
Pulmonary cancer history
Previous TB
Accidental ﬁnding
Central localization
Sphericity

16
5
7
98
11
112

Margins
Smooth
Lobulated
Spiculated

108 (89.3)
55 (45.5)
64 (52.9)

Calciﬁcation
Air bronchogram
Cavitation
Single nodule
Pleural contact
Size, mean (range) mm

Table 2

Missing, n (%)

3
89
9
66
35
14.21

(13.9)
(4.3)
(6.0)
(84.5)
(9.1)
(92.6)

(2.5)
(73.6)
(7.4)
(54.5)
(28.9)
(3---29)

(81.3)
(80.0)
(42.9)
(54.1)
(90.9)
(54.5)

55 (50.9)
36 (65.5)
40 (62.5)
1(33.3)
53 (59.6)
5(55.6)
39(59.1)
26 (74.3)
16.45 (5---29)

(18.8)
(20.0)
(57.1)
(45.9)
(9.1)
(45.5)

6 (5.0)
5 (4.1)
5 (4.1)

53 (49.1)
19 (34.5)
24 (37.5)
2
36
4
27
9
11.68

0.505

0.015
0.217
0.562
0.452
0.008
0.222
0.212
0.012
0.025

(66.6)
(40.4)
(44.4)
(40.9)
(25.7)
(3---23)

0.492
0.014
0.869
0.135
0.003
<0.001

Multivariate regression analysis of independent risk factors for malignancy.

Variables

Odds ratio

p Value

95% Conﬁdence interval

Age <70/≥70 years
Gender
Smoking status
Size
Air bronchogram
Current extra-pulmonary cancer

4.77
6.51
3.53
1.25
3.59
8.94

0.004
0.012
0.003
<0.001
0.030
0.009

1.65---13.76
1.51---28.11
1.52---8.17
1.12---1.38
1.13---11.45
1.72---46.44

Furthermore, the increasing volume of chest imaging and
improved image technology is going to create a burden of
patients with nodules that need to be managed.31 Accordingly, there is a growing recognition of the potential utility
of risk models to predict lung cancer in patients with pulmonary nodules and allowing more subjects to be monitored
with low-dose CT imaging rather than needing invasive procedures. Al-Ameri et al.4 aimed to validate four models
in a UK population --- three models based on clinical and
CT characteristics (Mayo Clinic,25 Veterans Association,10
Brock University17 ), and a fourth model (Herder34 ) additionally incorporating 18Fluorine-Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)
avidity on positron emission tomography-computed tomography (PET---CT). Both the Mayo (AUC = 0.752) and Brock

(AUC = 0.878) models perform well in routine clinical practice. For small pulmonary nodules, the highest AUC value
was seen for the Brock model, although there was no significant difference compared to the Mayo model. For patients
who underwent PET---CT for nodule evaluation, the Herder
prediction model had the highest accuracy. Several other
prediction models have been created using clinical and radiological criteria to assist clinicians to discriminate malignant
from benign nodules. Older age, smoking history, maximum
nodule diameter and spiculation in chest CT appear most
frequently as predictors of lung cancer in most of the ﬁnal
models.16,24,26,35---37
Overall, our model discriminated well with an excellent overall performance. Its values for discrimination and
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Fig. 1 and Table 3 Final model to calculate malignancy probability: its calculation is made by multiplying each weight by its
score. Sum all the values to get the total score for an individual patient. Refer to the second table to get each nodule probability
of malignancy.

Fig. 2

Risk ratios (RRs) of nodule malignancy according to the presence of patient characteristics.

calibration were comparable to the Brock model17 (recommended in the BTS guidelines). A direct comparison,
using our population, is not entirely accurate, as family
history of cancer was not collected in our study (in terms
of comparison, it was considered absent when applied to
the Brock model). Our model classiﬁed ﬁve malignant nodules with a low likelihood of malignancy, and those had,

also, a lower probability calculated by the Bock model
(mean ± standard deviation: 8.2% ± 6%). Moreover, fortythree malignant nodules, that had a high or very high
probability of malignancy with our model had a mean
probability by the Bock model of 33.6% ± 19%, with more dispersed values (minimum-maximum: 4.6---76.1%). Conversely,
forty-ﬁve non-malignant nodules classiﬁed with low or fair
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Fig. 3 ROC curve of our proposed model and the Brock model. The area under ROC curve of our model is signiﬁcantly higher than
the Brock model [AUC = 0.8573 (95% CI, 0.778---0.919) vs. AUC = 0.7384 (95% CI, 0.646---0.813)], p = 0.005.

probability of malignancy, also had lower mean probability by the Bock model (10.1% ± 7.7%). Furthermore, the
AUC of our model performed signiﬁcantly better than the
Brock model, demonstrating that, in a real clinical setting, our model had a similar prediction ability to the
Brock model. It is crucial to emphasize that the role of a
prediction model is to guide intervention; applying it can
enable timely diagnosis and treatment of malignant nodules, prevent unnecessary invasive examinations and surgery
for benign nodules, but can never substitute the physician’s
decision.
However, our study has some limitations. A retrospective
study, with a sample of patients who had undergone biopsy,
may overestimate the prevalence of malignancy. Moreover,
it is a geographically limited group, therefore lacking external validation of this model. Some potentially relevant data
was not collected, like pack-years, time since quitting smoking, family history of cancer, variables previously indicated
as independent factors for malignancy.
In conclusion, a combination of risk factors for
malignancy (age, gender, smoking status, current extrapulmonary cancer, maximum nodule diameter and presence
of air bronchogram) can enable accurate differentiation of
malignancy from benignancy in lung nodules. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst model pertaining to
a Portuguese population and, additionally, with good discrimination, with an AUC value similar to other validated
prediction models. This model can help decide the need for
a lung biopsy and, thus reducing useless invasive techniques.
Although the mathematical models provide an objective
basis for judging the character of SPN, we need to emphasize that this prediction model cannot take the place of
pathological diagnosis.
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Abstract Flexible bronchoscopy is a key diagnostic and therapeutic tool. New endoscopes
and technologically advanced navigational modalities have been recently introduced on the
market and in clinical practice, mainly for the diagnosis of mediastinal lymph adenopathies and
peripheral lung nodules. Bronchoscopic sampling tools have not changed signiﬁcantly in the last
three decades, with the sole exception of cryobiopsy.
We carried out a non-systematic, narrative literature review aimed at summarizing the scientiﬁc evidence on the main indications/contraindications, diagnostic yield, and safety of the
available bronchoscopic sampling techniques.
Performance of bronchoalveolar lavage, bronchial washing, brushing, forceps biopsy, cryobiopsy and needle aspiration techniques are described, focusing on indications and diagnostic
accuracy in the work-up of endobronchial lesions, peripheral pulmonary abnormalities, interstitial lung diseases, and/or hilar-mediastinal lymph adenopathies. Main factors affecting the
diagnostic yield and the navigational methods are evaluated.
Preliminary data on the utility of the newest sampling techniques (i.e., new needles, triple
cytology needle brush, core biopsy system, and cautery-assisted transbronchial forceps biopsy)
are shown.

Abbreviations: ACCP, American College of Chest Physicians; CLM, confocal laser microscopy; CT, computed tomography; cTBNA, conventional transbronchial needle aspiration; BW, bronchial washing; BAL, bronchoalveolar lavage; EBB, endobronchial forceps biopsy; EBNA,
endobronchial needle aspiration; EBUS-TBNA, endobronchial ultrasound transbronchial needle aspiration; EUS-B-FNA, endoscopic ultrasound
(with bronchoscope) ﬁne needle aspiration; EBUS-ca-TBFB, endobronchial ultrasound guided cautery-assisted transbronchial forceps biopsy;
EMN, electromagnetic navigation bronchoscopy; IPF, idiopathic pulmonary ﬁbrosis; rEBUS, radial probes endobronchial ultrasound; PPL,
peripheral lung lesion; ROSE, rapid on-site evaluation; SLB, surgical lung biopsy; TBNA, transbronchial needle aspiration; TBLC, transbronchial
lung cryobiopsy; TB, tuberculosis; TBB, transbronchial biopsy; UIP, usual interstitial pneumonia.
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Take Home Message: A deep knowledge of bronchoscopic sampling techniques is crucial in the
era of technological bronchoscopy for an optimal management of respiratory diseases.
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Introduction

Methods

Flexible bronchoscopy represents an essential diagnostic
and therapeutic tool when managing patients with complicated and difﬁcult-to-treat respiratory diseases.1 After the
introduction of the ﬁrst ﬁberoptic instruments in 1967, new
types of endoscopes were developed: video-bronchoscopes
(i.e., endoscopes with a video camera at the distal tip) can
signiﬁcantly improve the quality of the images, ultrathin
instruments (i.e., diameter size <3 mm) can explore distal
airways beyond segmental bronchi, echo-bronchoscopes can
signiﬁcantly improve the diagnostic accuracy for mediastinal
lymph adenopathies.2---4
The widespread use of sensitive computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and positron emission
tomography have broadened the clinical indications of
bronchoscopy and have provided an accurate guide for endoscopic samplings.3,5,6
Flexible bronchoscopy is usually recommended for the
diagnosis and staging of lung cancer, diagnosis of respiratory
tract infections (both in immunocompetent and immunocompromised patients) and of interstitial lung diseases.
Furthermore, its use is required for patients with hemoptysis, with unexplained cough and stridor/wheezing, and
staging of thoracic malignancies.1,3,7---11
Flexible bronchoscopy, performed under conscious sedation and with topical anesthesia, is safe in all age
groups, including the elderly, with serious complications
and mortality occurring in 1.1% and 0.04% of the cases,
respectively.1,3,12,13
Bronchoscopic procedures comprehensively assess endobronchial abnormalities (e.g., airway stenosis, bleeding,
secretions, etc.) and frequently are adopted to collect
specimens for microbiological and/or pathological exams,1,3
quality and quantity of which is key to increase diagnostic
accuracy (e.g., idiopathic pulmonary ﬁbrosis, IPF, and lung
cancer).14,15
New endoscopes and technologically advanced navigational modalities have been recently introduced, mostly for
the diagnosis of mediastinal lymph adenopathies and peripheral lung nodules.16
With the sole exception of cryobiopsy, bronchoscopic
sampling tools have not changed signiﬁcantly in the last
three decades.16
The aim of this review is to summarize the scientiﬁc evidence on the main indications/contraindications, diagnostic
yield, and safety of the available bronchoscopic sampling
techniques.

We carried out a non-systematic, narrative literature
review. The search engine Pubmed was used to retrieve the
most relevant articles on the above-mentioned topic. The
search was conducted without any time restrictions. Only
epidemiological studies performed on adult human beings
and written in English were selected. The following keywords were combined to address our research question:
bronchoscopy; sampling methods; bronchoscopic tools; needle aspiration; biopsy techniques; bronchoalveolar lavage;
bronchial washing.

Results
Bronchoalveolar lavage
Bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) is a safe and minimally invasive bronchoscopic sampling method recommended for
patients with several lung medical conditions (e.g., immunemediated, inﬂammatory, and infectious diseases). It can
provide specimens for cytological and microbiological exams
(Table 1).17
It is contraindicated in patients with cardiopulmonary
instability and/or with a severe haemorrhagic diathesis and
It could rarely exacerbate interstitial lung diseases (ILD).18,19
Transient hypoxemia and low-grade fever within the ﬁrst
24 h after lavage are the most frequent adverse events.1,6
BAL is performed after the assessment of the tracheobronchial tree and before any biopsies.15,17,20
The bronchoscope should advance as far as possible to
the complete occlusion of the bronchial lumen of a third
or fourth bronchial subsegment, in a wedged position. Room
temperature sterile saline is employed: 100−300 ml, divided
into three to ﬁve aliquots, are introduced through the suction channel of the bronchoscope. A volume higher than 5%
of the original one (ideally >30%) is collected using a negative suction pressure (<100 mm Hg) avoiding airway collapse.
Interstitial lung diseases
BAL is helpful in patients with suspected ILD21 both for the
diagnosis itself and the differential ascertainment. A high
resolution chest CT should be performed within 6 weeks for
the optimal identiﬁcation of the sampling anatomical area.17
A differential cellular count for the identiﬁcation of
the inﬂammatory pattern (i.e., lymphocytic, neutrophilic,
eosinophilic, and mast cellular), may be useful in the dif-
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Table 1

Summary of bronchoscopic sampling techniques and methods of guidance according to the target lesion.

Endobronchial
lesions

Peripheral
pulmonary
lesions

Hilar and
mediastinal lymph
adenopathies

Interstitial
lung diseases

BW
EBB

BAL
TBB (ﬂuoroscopy or newer navigational
modalities-guided)
TBNA (ﬂuoroscopy or newer navigational
modalities-guided)

TBNA
EBUS-TBNA

BAL
TBB (ﬂuoroscopy-guided)

EUS-B-FNA

Cryobiopsy (ﬂuoroscopy,
rEBUS-, CLM- and Cone Beam
CT-guided)

Brushing (ﬂuoroscopy or newer navigational
modalities-guided)
Criobiopsy (EMN and rEBUS-guided)
Triple brush (EMN and Cone Beam-guided)
GenCut Core Biopsy (EMN and Cone
Beam-guided)

EBUS-ca-TBFB

EBNA

Brushing
Cryobiopsy

BW: bronchial washing; BAL: bronchoalveolar lavage; CLM: confocal laser microscopy; EBB: endobronchial forceps biopsy; EBNA: endobronchial needle aspiration; TBB: transbronchial biopsy; TBNA: conventional transbronchial needle aspiration; rEBUS: radial probes
endobronchial ultrasound; EBUS-TBNA: endobronchial ultrasound transbronchial needle aspiration; EUS-B-FNA: endoscopic ultrasound
(with bronchoscope) ﬁne needle aspiration; EBUS-ca-TBFB: endobronchial ultrasound guided cautery-assisted transbronchial forceps
biopsy.

ferential diagnosis of interstitial lung diseases. A minimal
volume of 5 mL of a pooled BAL sample is needed for BAL
cellular analysis (the optimal volume is 10---20 ml).
Bloody ﬂuid, with increasing colour intensity in sequential aliquots, can suggest a diffuse alveolar haemorrhage22
(microscopic diagnosis supported by hemosiderin-laden
macrophages).17 Cloudy (i.e., milky or light brown-beige
colour) ﬂuid with ﬂocculent material settling by gravity
within 15−20 min and PAS-positive amorphous debris suggests a pulmonary alveolar proteinosis (PAP).
An increased number of CD-1a cells (>5% of BAL cells)
strongly suggests pulmonary Langerhans cell histiocytosis.23
BAL cellular pattern may help discriminate IPF from
eosinophilic pneumonia (eosinophilia >25%), sarcoidosis
(high proportion of lymphocytes and CD4/CD8 ratio), and
infections.15
In patients with a ﬁbrotic interstitial lung disease BAL
lymphocytosis of at least 30% may suggest nonspeciﬁc interstitial pneumonia and extrinsic allergic alveolitis.24
A recent retrospective study that aimed to study the role
of bronchoscopy in acute respiratory failure related to ILD,
failed to demonstrate a different management and mortality
between patients with positive and negative BAL ﬁndings.25
Peripheral pulmonary lesions
BAL should be used for patients with slowly resolving/nonresolving pneumonia (sensitivity >70%).1,26 BAL can play
a key role in the TB diagnosis for sputum smearnegative patients or in those in whom sputum cannot
be collected.27 BAL diagnosis of pulmonary TB relies on
smear microscopy (sensitivity range: 4.7---58.0%), nucleic
acid ampliﬁcation techniques (sensitivity: 31.3---83.8%;
speciﬁcity: 92.4---98.2%), and culture (highest diagnostic
accuracy).27
BAL can help rule out opportunistic infections in immunocompromised hosts,1 with a sensitivity up to 98% for
Pneumocistis jiroveci. Sensitivity of smear microscopy for

TB disease in HIV-positives ranges from 10 to 30%, increasing to 85.7% and 52---95% when nucleic acid ampliﬁcation
techniques and culture are adopted, respectively.27---29 In
immunocompromised hosts with invasive aspergillosis, BAL
can help detect fungal hyphae (34---64% of the cases) and
galactomannan antigen (sensitivity and speciﬁcity of respectively 79---90% and 84---94%), and can increase the rate of
culture positivity (23---85%).1,30,31
BAL shows a low accuracy in the diagnosis of peripheral
lung malignancies (mean sensitivity 43%), whereas lymphangitic carcinomatosis and pulmonary lymphoma may be
diagnosed using BAL samples.6,32,34

Bronchial washing
Bronchial washing (BW) consists of instillation and subsequent aspiration of saline mixed up with bronchial
secretions, into a speciﬁc bronchial trap. It may be useful
to assess the microbiology of central airways secretions.6 In
the diagnosis of TB, BW smear microscopy and Xpert MTB/RIF
show a sensitivity of 25---41% and 80---92.3% and a speciﬁcity
of 87.7---95.8% and 81.6---98.6%, respectively.27,33---35
A limited diagnostic support was found for endobronchial
lung cancers (mean sensitivity: 47%). (Table 1).
The diagnostic yield of bronchoscopy when bioptic techniques (i.e., endobronchial needle aspiration and forceps
biopsy) are used is not affected by BW.36

Needle aspiration
Needle aspiration, which is the most versatile bronchoscopic
sampling technique, is recommended for the diagnosis
of endobronchial and peripheral lesions and in case of
hilar/mediastinal lymph adenopathies (Table 1).37,38
A thin (25---19 gauge), retractable needle attached to
the distal tip of a ﬂexible catheter is inserted into the
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Table 2 Factors which can inﬂuence the diagnostic yield
of bronchoscopic sampling techniques in the diagnosis of
peripheral pulmonary lesions.
Lesion size
CT bronchus sign presence
Navigational modalities employment
ROSE presence
Malignant nature of the lesion

working channel of the endoscope and is pushed into the
target lesion, while the catheter is moved back and forth
for few seconds at its proximal end. The vacuum inside the
syringe causes tissue to be suctioned into the needle.37,38
The needle may be inserted in an endobronchial lesion under
direct endoscopic vision and into a hilar/mediastinal lymph
node, through the tracheobronchial wall, with or without
endoscopic ultrasound guidance. Fluoroscopy and/or other
navigational techniques are necessary to reach peripheral
lung abnormalities.38
The collected specimen may be smeared on a glass slide
or directly placed in formalin solution (technique named
formalin-ﬁxed, parafﬁn-embedded cell-block). Rapid onsite evaluation (ROSE) of the aspirates may be performed,
allowing bronchoscopists to stop sampling when sufﬁcient
material has been harvested for diagnosis and molecular
analysis, thus potentially avoiding useless samplings and
reducing the complications of bronchoscopy.36,37
Endobronchial lesions
Endobronchial needle aspiration (EBNA) is a useful and safe
technique adopted for the diagnosis of endobronchial lesions
(mainly lung neoplasms).
It has a mean sensitivity of 56%, with a rate of
complications (mostly minor bleedings) <1%.36,39,40 It signiﬁcantly increases the accuracy of bronchoscopy in the
diagnosis of central lung cancers when combined with endobronchial forceps biopsy. EBNA is particularly helpful in
sampling submucosal/peribronchial (i.e., growing in deeper
layers of the airways) and necrotic lesions. Needle can penetrate the mucosa and can sample neoplasms spreading in
the deeper layers.36
In the diagnosis of endobronchial tuberculosis, Altin et al.
reported a lower sensitivity of EBNA than forceps biopsy in
the detection of granulomas (19% vs 84%, respectively).27,41
Peripheral pulmonary lesions
Transbronchial needle aspiration with the guidance of ﬂuoroscopy has been adopted to sample peripheral lung lesions
(both nodules and masses) since 1984 (Fig. 1B).42 A recent
systematic review and meta-analysis showed a diagnostic
yield of 53% and a rate of complications <9%, with pneumothorax and bleeding being the most frequent events.43
Several clinical and procedural variables may affect its accuracy: CT bronchus sign, an underlying malignant process,
diameter of the lesions >3 cm, and ROSE employment are
the most important predictive factors of a positive aspirate
(Table 2). Notably, data on comparison between TBNA and
transbronchial forceps biopsy (TBB) in studies where both
procedures were performed in the same patients showed
a signiﬁcant diagnostic advantage when TBNA is performed

(diagnostic yield: 60% vs. 45%, respectively), although studies have shown that TBNA is still a underused sampling
technique.43,44
Recently, new navigational methods, which may be
coupled with ﬂuoroscopy, have been adopted to sample
peripheral lesions. TBNA guided by electromagnetic navigation bronchoscopy (EMN) showed a diagnostic yield of
46.3%, while needle aspiration guided by radial probes
endobronchial ultrasounds (rEBUS) of 49.5−62.5%.44,45 When
added to TBB, rEBUS-TBNA signiﬁcantly increases the
accuracy of bronchoscopy in the diagnosis of peripheral
lesions.45

Hilar and mediastinal lymph adenopathies
Conventional transbronchial needle aspiration (i.e., not
guided by ultrasounds) was introduced by Wang in 1984.42
American College of Chest Physician (ACCP) guidelines
showed a sensitivity of 78% in the diagnosis and staging
of non-small cell lung cancer, with a complication rate of
0.3%.46,47 It was also used for the diagnosis of sarcoidosis
stage I and II and mediastinal tuberculosis (sensitivity of
72---79% and 65---100%, respectively %).27,48---50
Currently, cTBNA has been replaced by endobronchial
ultrasound (EBUS)-guided TBNA: it includes an echobronchoscope (i.e., a bronchoscope with a convex probe at
the distal end) and allows a real-time visualization of the
lymph nodes and mediastinal vessels. Unlike cTBNA, EBUSTBNA can diagnose lymph adenopathies sized <1 cm and
lymph node stations without endobronchial landmarks.6,47
EBUS-TBNA shows a higher sensitivity and negative predictive value (89% and 91%, respectively) than conventional
technique in the diagnosis and staging of NSCLC.39,47 Its sensitivity in the diagnosis of sarcoidosis and tuberculous lymph
adenopathies is 79---84%51,52 and 87%, respectively. Both conventional and ultrasound-guided techniques increase the
diagnostic accuracy of bronchoscopy when combined with
other sampling techniques (bronchial and transbronchial forceps biopsy and BAL).51,52
Recently, a new needle aspiration technique, named
endoscopic ultrasound (with bronchoscope) ﬁne needle aspiration (EUS-B-FNA) has been proved to be effective53 :
an ultrasound guided needle aspiration of mediastinal
lymph adenopathies is performed with an echobronchoscope
introduced in the esophagu,.53 Transbronchial and transesophageal needle sampling can be performed with the same
instrument, in the same endoscopic session, and by the same
operator (i.e., a trained pulmonologist), thus maximizing
time and reducing costs. The transesophageal approach can
be also used to sample nodes within reach of EBUS, when the
clinical conditions contraindicate the transbronchial route
(e.g., respiratory failure, cough, etc.).54,55
The combined approach increases the accuracy of
endosonography and is now recommended by international
guidelines.56
EUS-B-FNA may safely diagnose extra-thoracic targets,
such as abdominal lymph nodes, liver and left adrenal glands
metastatic lesions.57 Both EBUS-TBNA and EUS-B-FNA may
diagnose lung parenchymal lesions adjacent to the central
airways and the esophagus.58,59
Needle size does not signiﬁcantly affects the diagnostic
yield.60
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Figure 1

Conventional ﬂuoroscopy-guided transbronchial forceps biopsy (A) and needle aspiration (B) of a right pulmonary mass.

Several studies demonstrated the suitability of
ultrasound-guided needle aspiration samples for molecular
analysis in advanced NSCLC, on both cytology smears and
cell-block preparations.61---63
Complications of endosonographic needle aspiration procedures are rare (serious adverse events rate of 0.14%).64

Forceps biopsy
Forceps has been adopted to collect lung tissue samples
through the bronchoscope since the initial implementation
of bronchial endoscopy (Table 1).65

Endobronchial lesions
Endobronchial biopsy (EBB) is recommended for the diagnosis of visible endobronchial lesions39 : forceps should be
opened outside the distal end of the operating channel and
pushed against the lesion providing the right orientation to
the instrument, according to the localization of the target
site. The tip of the forceps is then closed, pulled out of the
operating channel of the bronchoscope and the specimen is
then placed in formalin solution.66 The different characteristics of the forceps (serrated or smooth edge, fenestrated
or unfenestrated cups, needle between the cups) make it
potentially suitable for speciﬁc settings/lesions. However,
the diagnostic yield of various forceps biopsy types was not
statistically different.38
EBB is usually employed for suspected bronchogenic cancer with a sensitivity of 74%39 : ≥3 biopsies are recommended
for diagnosis, although at least 6 biopsies can provide
sufﬁcient tissue for immunohistochemical and molecular
testing.39,67 Several studies36,68,69 demonstrated that the
combination of EBB and endobronchial needle aspiration can
achieve the best diagnostic performance.
EBB, when combined with transbronchial biopsy, can
increase the sensitivity of bronchoscopy by 10---20% in the
diagnosis of sarcoidosis: sampling should be performed
where the mucosa is abnormal and in the ﬁrst and second carina if the mucosa seems normal (4---6 endobronchial
biopsies); 30% with normal mucosa may have positive
EBB.70---72

Forceps biopsy showed a sensitivity of 72.2---100.0% in the
detection of TB granulomas (endobronchial TB), and may be
useful in ruling out malignancies.27,41,73
The most frequent complication is minor bleeding, which
can resolve spontaneously in the majority of the cases or can
be treated with ice-cold saline or vasoconstrictive agents
(e.g., epinephrine). On this basis, caution may be warranted
when sampling is performed for vascularized lesions (i.e.,
carcinoids).74,75
Peripheral lung lesions
A transbronchial biopsy is performed when the lesion cannot be directly assessed with the bronchoscope: it is wedged
in the bronchus pertaining to the anatomical site of the
lesion, and the closed forceps are pushed in the peripheral
area of the lung, opened at 5−6 mm from the lesion and
then closed to collect sample (Fig. 1A).6 Fluoroscopy guidance can improve the sensitivity in case of peripheral focal
and diffuse cancer lesions.6,76,77 Observational studies have
demonstrated that navigational methods (i.e., electromagnetic navigation bronchoscopy, radial probes ultrasounds,
virtual bronchoscopy) and/or ultrathin instruments may
increase the diagnostic yield of conventional, ﬂuoroscopyguided technique (77---84%).44,78---80
The diameter of the lesion affects the accuracy of the
technique: the sensitivity is <35% in case of nodules sized
<2 cm.39 Moreover, sensitivity is 24% performing only a single biopsy and 70% when six biopsies are collected.81,82 The
presence of the CT-bronchus sign is associated with a higher
yield (Table 2).83,84
TBB may increase the sensitivity of BAL for the
diagnosis of Pneumocystis jirovecii pneumonia, including
non---HIV patients.85 In sputum smear negative or sputum
scarce TB patients with peripheral lung lesions, TBB86---88
may help detect cytological and histological TB ﬁndings
(i.e., necrotizing granulomatous inﬂammation), ruling out
malignancies.89
Finally, TBB is a safe and repeatable procedure monitoring early signs of graft rejection in lung transplant
recipients.90
Mild bleeding and pneumothorax are the most frequent
complications. Pneumothorax can occur in 1---5% of the
cases; its variability can depend on the use of mechani465
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cal ventilation, surrounding emphysema, lesion near to the
pleura, and poor expertise of the healthcare worker.6
Bleeding can be a risk in patients with coagulopathy disorders and/or taking anticoagulant and anti-platelet drugs.6
Interstitial lung diseases
Sensitivity of TBB in diffuse lung disease varies widely.91 The
main limitations are the small size of the sample and the difﬁcult preservation of the tissue integrity, for which a surgical
biopsy or a cryobiopsy may be more suitable.92 Exceptions
are conditions involving the centrilobular region (both at the
terminal and respiratory bronchioles or along the lymphatic
distribution, such as sarcoidosis, hypersensitivity pneumonitis, organizing pneumonia, eosinophilic pneumonias, and
lymphangitic spread of malignancy). Sensitivity ranges from
55% in stage I to 80% in stage III93 in sarcoidosis. Higher yield
is found when biopsies are performed in >1 lobe and in the
area of the most affected tissue in stage II/III disease.94
Guidelines on Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF) do not
recommend for or against TBB when the HRCT suggest a
probable UIP pattern. In this context, TBB could be only
clinically helpful to exclude mimickers.15,95

Brushing
Endobronchial lesions and peripheral lung abnormalities
Brushing consists of a rigid central wire surrounded by
brushes of various sizes and shapes. A brush inserted through
the operating channel performs both a back and forth and
a spinning movement on the surface of the mucosa. Cytological material may be smeared on glass slides or placed in
formalin solutions. The diameter or the length of the brush
does not affect the diagnostic yield6 (mean sensitivity in the
diagnosis of endobronchial malignancy: 61%).39 Addition of
bronchial brushing to forceps biopsy and needle aspiration
does not increase the sensitivity of bronchoscopy.36,40,69
It showed a diagnostic yield of 47---54% in the diagnosis of peripheral lesions,39 which is usually lower than that
reported for TBB and TBNA, even if guided by novel methods
of navigation (Table 1).39,44,80
Quantitative cultures of protected brushing (i.e., a
double-lumen catheter brush system with a distal occluding plug to prevent secretions from entering the catheter
during passage through the bronchoscope channel) can be
performed to diagnose pneumonia in critically ill patients,
(mean sensitivity: 89%).96,97
Minor bleeding is the most likely incidental complication.

Cryobiopsy
Cryoprobe is a therapeutic and diagnostic tool traditionally adopted for endobronchial tumour ablation and airway
recanalization or by removal of blood clots and foreign
bodies.98---100
Only recently several studies proved its accuracy as endobronchial and transbronchial biopsy technique (Table 2).101
Its activity is based on the principle of the JouleThomson effect, wherein the adiabatic expansion of a
compressed gas leads to a rapid cooling. The cooled tip
of the cryoprobe, inserted in the working channel of the
bronchoscope, adheres to the tissue due to crystallization

of water molecules at the interface. After a few seconds of
cooling, the probe is extracted with a specimen, which is
placed in formalin.
Cryobiopsy may be used with ﬂexible bronchoscopes with
local anaesthesia, deep sedation and/or general anaesthesia, with laryngeal mask or in patient intubated with
orotracheal tube or rigid tracheoscope (during spontaneous breathing or mechanical ventilation). Intubation with
deep sedation or general anaesthesia and administration of
a bronchial blocker are recommended to prevent severe
bleedings in the diagnostic work-up of ILD.102
Endobronchial lesions
Hetzel et al. demonstrated the higher efﬁcacy of cryobiopsy
in the diagnosis of endobronchial malignant lesions when
compared with conventional forceps: it can collect larger
specimens without disrupting the morphological structure.
Cryoprobes increase the diagnostic yield of bronchoscopy
(up to 95%), without a higher rate of bleeding.98 Several studies have conﬁrmed these ﬁndings,103 including the
safety in the diagnosis of carcinoid tumours.104
Peripheral lung lesions
Schumann et al. evaluated the accuracy in the diagnosis of
peripheral lesions with the guidance of rEBUS: the diagnostic yield of 74.2% was not signiﬁcantly higher in comparison
with that of EBUS-guided forceps biopsy (61.3%); however,
samples were signiﬁcantly larger than those collected by
TBB.105
Other studies showed a diagnostic yield of 69---85% when
guided by ultrasounds or EMN, and conﬁrmed the advantage of larger samples and a better preserved architecture,
thus improving the specimen quality for the molecular
diagnosis.106---110
Mild bleeding and pneumothorax were the most common
incidental adverse events.
Interstitial lung diseases
Transbronchial lung cryobiopsy (TBLC) is a minimally invasive alternative to surgical lung biopsy (SLB), which is the
gold standard in the histopathological diagnosis of many
ILD. Conventional forceps biopsies are inadequate in diseases characterized by a heterogeneous histological pattern
and in those with histological abnormalities located at the
periphery of the secondary lobule (e.g., usual interstitial
pneumonia, UIP).102
Larger biopsy size and lack of crush artifact make cryobiopsy more suitable for the diagnosis of diffuse lung
diseases if compared with conventional forceps biopsy.111
IPF Guidelines recommend cryobiopsy only in experienced centers, when HRCT pattern is probable UIP, indeterminate for UIP or suggesting an alternative diagnosis.15
Tomassetti et al., who recruited 117 patients with ﬁbrotic
ILD needing a pathological diagnosis, demonstrated that the
addition of TBLC was associated to an increased diagnostic
conﬁdence in the multidisciplinary diagnosis of idiopathic
pulmonary ﬁbrosis, similar to that provided by SLB.112
Samples should be taken under ﬂuoroscopic guidance
in the distal part of the lung parenchyma, avoiding high
density ﬁbrotic areas. Biopsy should be performed at a dis466
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tance >1 cm from the pleura to reduce the occurrence of
pneumothorax.113
As suggested by Ravaglia et al., collection of ≥2 samples
from two different segments in the same lobe or from different lobes in case of inter-lobar radiographic heterogeneity
is recommended to increase the diagnostic yield.102,113---115
A systematic review and meta-analysis showed a pooled
diagnostic yield of 79%.116
Two studies evaluated the accuracy of cryobiopsy in comparison with surgical biopsy: Romagnoli et al. found a poor
concordance between TBLC and SLB (concordant coefﬁcient (k): 0.22, percentage agreement: 38%),117 whereas a
multicentre, prospective study , found a histopathological
agreement of 70.8% (weighted k: 0.70) and a ﬁnal diagnostic
agreement of 76.9% (k: 0.62).118
The frequency of pneumothorax and moderate/severe
bleeding is 9.5% and 1.1---8.7%, respectively.113
Guidelines suggest the use of ﬂuoroscopy, of a bronchial
blocker, and a small (i.e., 1.9 mm) cryoprobe to reduce the
complication rate.113
One prospective study reported on the utility of a radial
EBUS miniprobe to avoid injuries of pulmonary vessels during biopsy.119 Confocal laser microscopy (CLM) is a minimally
invasive endoscopic technique that provides real time in vivo
microscopic imaging of the distal lung through a thin probe
advanced through the working channel of the bronchoscope
until the alveolar area. Preliminary data demonstrated that
CLM may be a useful guidance tool for transbronchial cryobiopsies. It helps to distinguish ﬁbrotic vs. not ﬁbrotic
areas and to avoid the pleura thereby reducing the risk of
pneumothorax.120
Likewise, Cone beam CT-guided TBLC, which evaluates
the probe-to-pleura relationship based on 3D CT scans, has
a safe proﬁle, with low risk of pneumothorax and moderate/severe bleeding.121
The main contraindications are bleeding diathesis, use
of anticoagulants, thienopyridines, antiplatelet drugs, and
thrombocytopenia (<50 × 109 /L), pulmonary hypertension,
and severe respiratory functional impairment.102

New tools
New ﬂexible needles of different size have recently been
introducedonto the market for endosonographic sampling
of hilar/mediastinal lymph nodes. New needles may provide more visibility on ultrasound images while the needle
penetrates the lymph node, more ﬂexibility to target paratracheal and hilar stations, and a larger amount of tissue for
histopathological analysis.122
New tools for diagnosis of endobronchial and peripheral
lesions can be directly inserted into the working channel
of the endoscope or passed into a guide sheath to reach
peripheral lung abnormalities. Triple cytology needle brush
may trap larger tissue samples. A new core biopsy system
(i.e. GenCut core biopsy system) consists of a ﬂexible tool
with a rounded, blunt tip, a port and blade along the distal
and lateral sides with a hollow core: suction is applied follow
by rotation and agitation to collect intact tissue.44,80
Cautery-assisted transbronchial forceps biopsy (ca-TBFB)
is a new sampling technique which collects larger amount
of tissue from mediastinal lymph nodes: a target lymph

node is identiﬁed with EBUS while an electrocautery knife
is advanced through the working channel of the endoscope
toward the airway wall. Then, cautery is applied and the
knife inserted through the tracheal/bronchial wall defect
(under EBUS real-time guidance), created by the cautery
edge. After the penetration, the knife is withdrawn and a
spiked forceps advanced into the lymph node to collect the
sample.123,124
Two observational studies showed a higher sensitivity in
comparison with that of EBUS-TBNA in the diagnosis of sarcoidosis and lymphoma.123,124
Another study proved an increased sensitivity of EBUS
forceps biopsy in patients with mediastinal lymph nodes in
whom ROSE of EBUS-TBNA failed to show positive ﬁndings.125
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
TagedH1Clinical and radiological
improvement of protracted COVID19 and Good syndrome secondary
to advanced thymomaTagedEn
TagedPGood's syndrome (GS) is a rare clinical entity that affects
both sexes over 40 years of age. GS is characterized by the
presence of thymoma associated with hypogammaglobulinemia with loss of B cells in most cases. In addition, altered T
cell function in the presence of normal or elevated T cell
counts has been reported. This disease produces severe
immunodeﬁciency, and an increased incidence of opportunistic and viral infections may complicate the clinical course
of affected patients. Few cases of SARS-CoV-2 infection and
GS have been reported with different outcomes.1,2 Although
immunocompromised patients are prone to prolonged
COVID-19 courses, however, at the same time they might be
protected from severe disease mediated by an overstimulation of the immune system.3 We report a prolonged COVID19 infection with SARS-CoV-2 viremia in a GS patient who
recovered after standard treatment concomitant with convalescent plasma.TagedEn
TagedPThe index patient was a 44-year-old male diagnosed with
advanced thymoma (type B1) who in the past 6 years had
undergone surgical excision and adjuvant mediastinal radiotherapy. After 2 years of stable results, he developed recurrent metastatic disease in multiple sites, for which he
underwent multiple surgeries and radiotherapy. On presentation, he was on systemic treatment with gemcitabine and
capecitabine for 5 months. The patient was admitted to our
institution due to worsening dyspnea, non-productive cough
and nasopharyngeal swab indicating positive for SARS-CoV-2
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). He also reported a
SARS-CoV-2 infection 8 months before, with no residual
symptoms. Mild hypoxemia (PaO2 56 mmHg) with hypocapnia
(PaCO2 32 mmHg) and respiratory alkalosis (pH 7.48) were
present. While a moderate increase in CRP (3.37 mg/dl; normal values < 0.3 mg/dl) was noted, D-dimer levels (289 ng/
mL; normal values <500), LDH, CK, renal and liver function
were within normal range. Low ﬂow O2 with nasal cannula
(FiO2 24%) was started for normalization of hypoxemia and
hypocapnia.TagedEn
TagedPChest computed tomography (CT) showed chronic actinic
alterations in the mediastinum and left lung, with architectural distortion (unchanged in comparison to previous

TagedEnPexams), and ground-glass opacities distributed in the medullary and peripheral regions of the lungs. Compared to the CT
performed 8 months before (during the ﬁrst COVID-19 diagnosis), the pulmonary changes were present in distinct lung
ﬁelds and with greater extension (Fig. 1). A diagnostic
workup was started to rule out infectious causes. Drug pneumonitis was deemed unlikely as the lung parenchymal
changes preceded acute onset.TagedEn
TagedPA bronchoscopy with bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) was
performed with positive SARS-CoV2 PCR. BAL cellularity
demonstrated 5% macrophages, 92% neutrophils, 3% lymphocytes, 0% eosinophils. Multiplex PCR for other respiratory
viruses, Pneumocystis jiroveci PCR, bacteria culture, acidfast bacilli smear and galactomannan on BAL were negative.
Additionally, cytomegalovirus (CMV) PCR was positive (viral
load of 2350 IU/mL). Gancyclovir was initiated for suspected
superimposed CMV pneumonitis and an immunodeﬁciency
screening was ordered. Serologic test for SARS-Cov-2 antibodies was negative. The ﬁrst immunological evaluation
showed a reduction of the gamma-globulin peak in serum
electrophoresis with reduced immunoglobulin serum levels.
The evaluation of peripheral lymphocyte subsets showed
inversion of the CD4/CD8 ratio with no peripheral B cells.
Immunoglobulin serum levels were extremely low for all
classes. The immunological work-up is summarized in
Table 1. With these immunological ﬁndings associated with
thymoma, the patient was diagnosed with GS and was put on
facilitated subcutaneous immunoglobulin replacement
treatment. Additionally, dexamethasone 6 mg every 24 h
was initiated due to hypoxemia and accompanying COVID-19
infection.TagedEn
TagedPThe patient’s symptoms and hypoxemia improved with
this referred treatment. However, after seven days, the
symptoms worsened, with CT showing an increase in the
ground glass and reticular opaciﬁcations and consolidations
(Fig. 2A). A new BAL was performed, which revealed cellularity of 4% macrophages, 92% neutrophils, 4% lymphocytes,
0% eosinophils, besides persistence of SARS-CoV-2 PCR with
low cycle threshold value (CT=13), suggesting high viral
load. CMV BAL PCR remained positive (11600 IU/mL). Unexpectedly, Pneumocystis jiroveci PCR was positive (334,000
copies/mL). Sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim was initiated
to treat Pneumocystis pneumonia (PCP) and was later
replaced by primaquine plus clindamycin due to hepatotoxicity. Corticosteroid therapy was maintained throughout the
treatment.TagedEn
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Fig. 1 CT axial slices during the evolution of the case. (A ﬁrst column) CT image from the ﬁrst diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection 8
months before showing ground glass opacities in the right lower lobe. (B middle column) CT image two months later, before the chemotherapy started, showing ground glass opacities in distinct lung ﬁelds. (C third column) CT image revealing persistent ground glass
opacities with greater extension on patient’s presentation to emergency care.TagedEn

TagedPFive days after the last bronchoscopy, the patient presented
with new-onset hypoxemia, PaO2/FiO2 was 170, requiring oxygen through a high-ﬂow nasal catheter. Repeat chest CT angiography showed small subsegmental thromboembolism and
revealed new ground-glass opacities and consolidation
(Fig. 2B). A diagnosis of protracted COVID-19 was considered.
The patient was treated with four units of convalescent
COVID-19 donor plasma over 48 h. Corticosteroid tapering was
reversed, and its dosage increased. Additionally, anticoagulation therapy was started due to pulmonary embolism. Over the
next 24 h, the patient showed substantial clinical improvement
with gradual resolution of the hypoxemia, with no requirement
for oxygen support four days after the ﬁrst plasma infusion. A
new CT demonstrated a signiﬁcant reduction of pulmonary
compromise (Fig. 2C).TagedEn
TagedPAlthough not universally, most recent studies deﬁne protracted COVID as a disease course with a duration of symptoms
beyond the usual natural history (i.e. more than 4 weeks)
accompanied by positive respiratory sample PCR as evidence
of persistent viral shedding.1 4 Protracted COVID-19 with viral
RNA shedding over 15 days has been described in elderly or
immunocompromised patients and severe cases.4 7 Convalescent plasma therapy (CPT) is a passive polyclonal antibody
administration to provide immediate immunity in an attempt
to improve the survival rates in severe acute respiratory syndromes of viral etiology (including COVID-19).4,5 According to
some reports, CPT with anti SARS-CoV-2 antibodies could be a
promising approach in the context of protracted COVID-19 in
individuals unable to mount a speciﬁc humoral response to
SARS-CoV-2.5,6 On the contrary, a randomized trial demonstrated that CPT in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 pneumonia overall did not reduce the progression to severe
respiratory failure or death within 30 days.8TagedEn
TagedPThe present case constitutes the second case report in literature showing prolonged SARS-CoV-2 infection due to GS,
and the ﬁrst one demonstrating clinical and radiological
response following a treatment plan that also included CPT
infusion. London et al.9 presented a 41-year-old woman with
thymoma and GS, and reported improved COVID-19

TagedPAfter 21 days of treatment for PCP and CMV, the patient’s
symptoms improved and O2 saturation returned to 94% in
ambient air. However, a repeat CT revealed new groundglass opacities in the right lower lobe. A third BAL was performed, demonstrating cellularity of 53% macrophages, 31%
neutrophils, 16% lymphocytes, 0% eosinophils, negative CMV
and Pneumocystis PCR; COVID-19 PCR remained positive,
with a persistent low cycle threshold. Based on clinical stability, the patient was followed up on conservative management with a gradual taper of steroids.TagedEn
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Table 1
of GS.

Patient's immunological evaluation for diagnosis
Index patient

Normal range
for age

WBC (cells/mm3)

9540 (cells/mm3)

ANC (cells/mm3)

5370 (cells/mm3)

ALC (cells/mm3)

3590 (cells/mm3)

Hb (g/dL)
PLTs (cells/mm3)

11.2 (g/dL)
360000
(cells/mm3)
0%
22.9%
72.8%
0.3
97%
5 mg/dL
151 mg/dL
4 mg/dL
0.1

4500-10800
(cells/mm3)
1500-8000
(cells/mm3)
1000-5200
(cells/mm3)
12.0-16.0 (g/dL)
100000-400000
(cells/mm3)
8-18%
31-56%
17-41%
0.9-2.6
59-81%
50-400 mg/dL
600-1500 mg/dL
50-300 mg/dL
< 0.6 = negative

0.1

< 0.6 = negative

B cells (CD20+)
T cells (CD4+)
T cells (CD8+)
CD4+/CD8+
T cells (CD3+)
IgA
IgG
IgM
SARS-CoV-2 IgG
antibody test
SARS-CoV-2 IgM
antibody test
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Fig. 2 CT axial slices during the evolution of the case. (A ﬁrst column) CT after treatment for CMV and intravenous immunoglobulin
demonstrating new ground glass opacities along with consolidations and reticular opacities. (B middle column) Despite treatment for
both CMV and PCP, CT image reveals worsening in pulmonary compromise. (C third column) CT demonstrating signiﬁcant radiological
improvement after CPT followed by substantial clinical improvement in a short period of time.TagedEn
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TagedEnPsymptoms after 4 days of therapy and negative nasopharyngeal PCR following CPT. Our case demonstrates the imaging
response in serial CT scans, with signiﬁcant reduction of
ground-glass opacities with standard treatment concomitant
with CPT reinforcing the role of ineffective humoral
response in protracted forms of COVID-19.TagedEn
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
TagedH1COVID-19 vaccine booster in
healthcare workers - reasons for
refusingTagedEn
TagedPWorld Health Organization declared COVID-19, a disease caused
by SARS-CoV-2, a pandemic on March 11, 2020.1 For this reason,
in order to combat the pandemic, vaccines against COVID-19
were developed and administered at an unprecedented speed.2TagedEn
TagedPAlthough a third of the population of the European Union
was still not vaccinated at the beginning of October 2021,
the need to administer booster doses of vaccines against
COVID-19 was already under public discussion.2TagedEn
TagedPIn Portugal, the booster dose started in November 2021;
the ﬁrst phase included health professionals, the population
over 80 years old and the population between 50 and
79 years old with an increased risk pathology.3TagedEn
TagedPThere is currently some preliminary evidence about the
increased effectiveness of the booster dose, concerning protection
against severe COVID-19 and the decrease in the risk of transmissibility.4 However, the social uncertainty regarding the efﬁcacy and
safety of the vaccine, may be associated with a reduction in the
‘population's motivation to take the booster dose.TagedEn
TagedPIn the ﬁrst stage of vaccination of the booster dose
against COVID-19, a study was conducted at IPO Porto,
where healthcare workers (HCW) who refused the booster
dose were identiﬁed. Then, an inquiry was carried out by
telephone to record the reasons for the refusal.TagedEn

TagedH1A database was created to keep records
of all HCWTagedEn
TagedPThe Institution’s Ethics Committee approved the study and
informed consent was obtained from all participants.TagedEn
TagedPThis is a retrospective observational and the data was
colleted from HCW from November 25 to December 3, 2021.TagedEn
TagedPIn this ﬁrst stage of vaccination, 1376 booster doses of the
BNT162b2 vaccine were administered, which 57 HCW
refused. Professionals who had SARS-CoV-2 infection or complete vaccination schedule for less than ﬁve months were
excluded. In Table 1, the reasons for refusal are identiﬁed.TagedEn
TagedPOf the 57 HCW included in the study, about 93% were
female and 7% male. Regarding the professional category, it
was mostly nurses and operational assistants who refused the
vaccine administration (54.4% and 28.1%, respectively); however, these are also the most prevalent professional categories

TagedEn

Table 1
Reasons for refusing the booster dose of the
COVID-19 vaccine.
n (%)
Acute disease
Hesitation
- Adverse effects in the previous vaccination
scheme
- Considering the administration of the
booster dose premature
- Doubts about the increased effectiveness
of the booster dose
- Fear of short or long term applications to
health
- Not considering being in a risk group
- Doubts about the safety of a new
administration
- Adverse effects of booster dose on coworkers, friends or family
Temporary incapacity due to chronic disease
Pregnancy
Risk pregnancy
Absence due to vacation
Recent rubella vaccination
Autoimmune disease, therefore under
immunosuppressants
Recent abortion
Breastfeeding period

17 (29,8)
15 (26,3)
10 (31,3)
5 (15,6)
4 (12,5)
4 (12,5)
4 (12,5)
3 (9,4)
2 (6,3)
10 (17,5)
6 (10,5)
3 (5,2)
2 (3,5)
1 (1,8)
1 (1,8)
1 (1,8)
1 (1,8)

TagedEnPin the institution. 15 HCW reported more than one reason for
hesitation. The 31 nurses who refused correspond to 3.3% of
all nurses called to get the booster dose. Of the 318 operational assistants called, 16 refused, corresponding to 5%.TagedEn
TagedPThus, there were a small number of HCW who refused the
booster dose. Of the total of 1468 professionals called, 57
refused, corresponding to about 3.9%.TagedEn
TagedPPublic trust is a fundamental element of vaccination
interventions and policies that achieve high coverage and
the most effective way to increase COVID-19 vaccine uptake
is to make vaccination straightforward, so that it acts on
existing intentions to vaccinate. 5,6TagedEn
TagedPPﬁzer has reported that a third dose of its vaccine provided levels of neutralizing antibodies against omicron that
were similar to those seen after two doses of the vaccine
against the original virus (wildtype).7TagedEn
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TagedPThese results can be explained by the fact that in Portugal, a campaign is being carried out in the media to inform
the population about the efﬁcacy and safety of the vaccine.
The signiﬁcant investment in the construction and adaptation of spaces for vaccination centres in all regions of the
country is notable, thus contributing to excellent results in
the vaccination coverage of the Portuguese population. In
addition, the Occupational Medicine service clariﬁed the
HCW and monitored the vaccination process in the institution, as had already happened in the previous vaccination
process (with 92% of healthcare workers being vaccinated in
the institution), ensuring information and safety.TagedEn
TagedPAccording to data from the general health department in
Portugal, it is known that by 7 January 2022, more than
3.2 million people have had the booster dose against COVID19. There are still insufﬁcient data to assess the prevalence
of refusal of this dose in the general population.TagedEn
TagedPThis study shows recent data on the booster dose, allowing us to conclude that we are all on the right track to ﬁght
the pandemic. However, the sample is small and, therefore,
further studies will be needed to obtain more information
about the `population's behavior regarding booster dose.TagedEn
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
TagedH1Laboratory activity testing the lung
function during 16 months of the
Covid-19 pandemicTagedEn
Dear Editor
TagedPProblems related to the clinical and organizational management of Covid-19 by pulmonologists have been vast.1 Since
March 2020, because of the SARS CoV2 correlated pandemic,2
all lung function testing laboratories (LFTLs) have been reconﬁgured3 and examinations reduced or suspended. This reorganization has forced to changes in tasks, roles, protocols and
scheduling of the LFTLs, starting from the initial proposed
indications and suggestions.4,5TagedEn
TagedPThis descriptive report aims to explore and measure, retrospectively, the impact of the relocation of an LFTL service,
giving details on routine measures collected by an Integrated Health Care Record database.TagedEn
TagedPWe retrospectively (study approved by Ethics Committee
CEC 2440; March 12th, 2020) undertook a revision of the
number and quality of the examinations (Forced Expiratory
Volume at ﬁrst second-FEV1, Residual Volume-RV, arterial
blood gases, Lung carbon monoxyde diffusion-DLCO) over 16
months (27th May 2020 11th October 2021, i.e. pandemic
period) with respect to data from a corresponding (1st
November 2018 - 29th February 2020) pre-pandemic period.
Our hospital is a referral institution for pulmonary rehabilitation, performing in and outpatient diagnosis for postacute, chronic subjects 6,7 and post-Covid-19 population8
located in the Lombardy region, with high specialization and
a multidisciplinary team. The particular mission of the hospital is linked to a) outpatient diagnosis for chronic respiratory diseases, preoperative needs and post-Covid-19 followup; b) care of patients with complex disabilities and needs,
suffering from severe chronic and exacerbated respiratory
failure including pneumonia post-Covid-19 sequelae.TagedEn
TagedPPatients attended our outpatient LFTL service having been
referred by their general practitioner or by an external pulmonologist for lung and disability assessment. Inpatients were
transferred to our hospital directly or within 30 days following
an acute illness, that had previously required either acute hospital care or home management by the general practitioner.TagedEn
TagedPOur LFTL has undergone a profound transformation as
imposed by the Italian Health Authorities and was

TagedEnPinterrupted from March to May 2020 before re-opening;
there was no reduction or increase in human resources (doctors and technicians). Speciﬁc instructions and suggestions
were introduced during the pandemic, following Scientiﬁc
Societies,4,5 for organization, waiting areas, re-organizing
testing, tests procedure, increase of testing times, need for
more consumables, use of UV sanitization, chemical sanitization of the plethysmography box between patients, use of
antimicrobial ﬁlters during maneuvers, protection of healthcare workers during lung function testing, training in use of
medical masks such as FFP2,9 frequent hand hygiene, interpersonal distancing and re-indications for lung function
tests. More space in waiting rooms, dedicated slots for
exams, differentiation of spirometers, increased ventilation
times to face the risk of contagion and requests for a negative swab for patients before accessing the LFTL have also
been provided.TagedEn
TagedPTable 1 shows LFTL volume activities. During the pandemic time, we performed 3663 LFTL tests. This is 2.5%
more than pre-pandemic, resulting in a decrease in inpatient
tests of 16.4% and an increase of outpatient tests by 23.8%.
In pre-Covid time, DLCO was 7.5% of total examinations, rising during the pandemic time to 19.3% (17.2% of outpatient
and 22.0% of inpatient tests). During the pandemic time
19.5% of total examinations referred to Covid-19 patients,
DLCO being the most commonly requested test. The important decrease in inpatient requests was due to the reduction
of availability of rehabilitative beds and came along with a
signiﬁcant increase in outpatient testing to determine and
quantify long Covid-19.TagedEn
TagedPDuring the pandemic period, 277 post Covid-19 patients,
both inpatient and outpatients, attended our LFTL. One
year after infection, these patients presented pathological
values (<80% of predicted values) in 22%, 20%, and 63% of
the cases for FEV1, RV, and DLCO respectively.TagedEn
TagedPTo reduce the spread of the severe acute respiratory
Coronavirus 2 syndrome, many LFTLs have been closed or
signiﬁcantly reduced their testing capacity,3 while respiratory physicians, researchers, and administrators have begun
to consider how different options to conventional pulmonary
function testing could be integrated into the patients’care.3
Since the pandemic beginning, scientiﬁc Societies have had
a justiﬁed position of extreme caution in the execution of
LFT.4,5 The same Societies have provided a set of information about the risks and recommendations for LFT, updating

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pulmoe.2022.01.013
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agedEnTPthem continuously during the pandemic time,4,5 and giving
the possibility for a rapid reopening with maximum safety.5TagedEn
TagedPTo the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst Italian study
showing what has changed in terms of quantity and quality
since the reopening of a lung function testing laboratory
after the deep Covid-19 crisis. Despite the strong perplexities, fear and resistance for a full resumption of activity, our
service was able to restart its mission in maximal safety; the
substantial restoration of the volumes of activity, even in a
progressive way during the months of reopening, has allowed
us to give signiﬁcant answers especially to the strong
demand for outpatient diagnostics. It is interesting to note
how the requests received at our service have been deeply
inﬂuenced by the post Covid-19 problems as demonstrated
by the strong increase in testing for lung volume diffusion,
one of the more signiﬁcant and useful tests for post Covid-19
sequelae.10-12 DLCO acquired in fact relevance due to its
speciﬁc capacity to evaluate interstitial lung disease
impairment and due to easy and non-invasive execution of
the maneuver requested.10-12TagedEn
TagedPOur data have demonstrated that the maximum pre-caution/safety and the essential need to measure the lung function may coexist, independently from the kind of respiratory
disease. Furthermore, our data may be of interest for doctors and health organizers to develop a policy that provides
strategies of re-opening and re-organisation of lung function
laboratories; at the same time, it may be of interest to focus
on which kind of performance (inpatient vs outpatient, types
of respiratory function tests) is more requested during a
pandemic time.TagedEn
TagedPOur results have highlighted the impact of the SARS- CoV2 pandemic on a lung function testing laboratory facility in a
typical Italian rehabilitative hospital, showing a signiﬁcant
change in terms of quantity, modality and quality activities.
Lung function testing laboratory should be considered a key
component in the health follow up, planning a response to a
respiratory pandemic crisis.TagedEn
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
TagedH1Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on in-hospital diagnosis of
tuberculosis in non-HIV patientsTagedEn
TagedPDear editor,TagedEn
TagedPThe coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic
brought unprecedented consequences for everyday activities, damaging economies and severely affecting healthcare
systems.1 A modelling analysis commissioned by the STOP TB
Partnership has indicated that the COVID-19 pandemic has
deeply affected the efforts on tuberculosis (TB) prevention,
case detection and management. Reductions in TB diagnoses
during the pandemic have been reported worldwide which
has been attributed to a reduction in admissions due to lockdown, as well as to the abundance of public health measures
directed against severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) at the expense of other respiratory
infectious diseases.2TagedEn
TagedPIn Portugal, the ﬁrst COVID-19 case was recorded on the
2nd March 2020. We retrospectively reviewed adult
hospitalised patients with TB, not associated with human
immunodeﬁciency virus (HIV) infection or acquired immunodeﬁciency syndrome (AIDS) disease, in our tertiary hospital,
and compared those admitted between March 2018 and
June 2019 (pre-pandemic) with those admitted from March
2020 to June 2021 (pandemic). Chi-square test was used to
compare categorical variables. Independent-samples t-test
was used to evaluate differences in continuous variables
with normal distribution and Mann-Whitney U tests were
applied to evaluate differences in continuous variables with
skewed distribution. Patient data were entirely anonymized
and authorized by the Responsible for Access to Information
rio de Sa
~o Joa
~o. The
(RAI) of Centro Hospitalar Universita
registration protocol complies with the ethical guidelines of
the Declaration of Helsinki and it was approved by the Ethics
rio de
and Health Committee of Centro Hospitalar Universita
~o Joa
~o.TagedEn
Sa
TagedPWe analysed a total of 100 cases (58 from pre-pandemic
period and 42 from pandemic period) and the 42 cases linked
with the time of pandemic reﬂected 72.4% of the admissions
comparing to the homologous pre-pandemic one. There
were fewer admissions in the ﬁrst three months of the pandemic (18 in the pre-pandemic vs 7 in the pandemic,
p = 0.101), coinciding with a mandatory household lockdown
period and in line with reports disclosing partial disruptions

TagedEnPin TB case detection and treatment during the same three
months.3TagedEn
TagedPPatients were signiﬁcantly older in the pandemic group
(54.5 years vs 63.0 years, p = 0.015), (Table 1). In both
groups, most were male (75.9% in the pre-pandemic vs
78.6% in the pandemic sets, p = 0.250) and had smoking history (62.1% vs 61.9%, p = 0.987). Pre-existing lung disease
was present in 32.8% (n = 19) and 38.1% (n = 16) of the
patients (p = 0.992), with chronic obstructive lung disease
(COPD) being the most frequent among those - 36.8% and
43.8%. Previous TB diagnosis was found in 6.9%, n = 4 and
9.5%, n = 4 of the cases in each group (p = 0.805). A variety
of immunosuppression status was present in 46.6% (n = 27)
of the patients in the pre-pandemic group vs 16.7% (n = 7) in
the pandemic, a difference that was statistically signiﬁcant
(p = 0.002).TagedEn
TagedPDisseminated tuberculosis was identiﬁed in 20.7% (n = 12;
pre-pandemic group) and 31.0% (n = 13; pandemic group) of
cases (p = 0.324). However, a signiﬁcant increase in disseminated tuberculosis in immunocompetent patients was seen
in the pandemic group - n = 11, 84.6% vs n = 4, 33%
(p = 0.009) - affecting mainly bone, liver and genitourinary
system. Exclusive pulmonary tuberculosis was found in
51.7% (n = 30) and 47.6% (n = 20) of patients (p = 0.421),
respectively. Despite no difference in cavitating pulmonary
disease (p = 0.239), bilateral lesions were more frequent in
the pandemic period - n = 12, 60% vs n = 9, 30% (p = 0.035) as was previously reported.4 Concerning patients with negative sputum smears at presentation (n = 32 vs n = 17), and
patients with numerous (>50/ﬁeld) bacilli (n = 7 vs n = 12),
the differences found across the two populations did not
however achieve a statistically signiﬁcant difference
(p = 0.055). The length of stay was longer (median,
19.5 days [IQR 9.75-51.00] vs. 40.5 days [IQR 13.25-67.25])
in the pandemic period.TagedEn
TagedPAs previously stated by Visca et al., COVID-19 may occur
at any time during a patient’s TB journey and may cause a
spectrum of host immunological responses. Nevertheless,
more evidence is needed to understand the potential of
COVID-19 to modify TB severity or to promote reactivation
of TB infection.5 We detected 3 cases of COVID-19 and tuberculosis co-infection, all male with no previous TB diagnosis.
One had exclusive pulmonary tuberculosis and was immunocompromised due to chemotherapy, the other two patients
had pleural and disseminated tuberculosis and no co-morbidities. No deaths were recorded.TagedEn
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Table 1 Patients’ characteristics and clinical presentations. Data are presented as frequencies and percentages for categorical
variables and as medians and interquartile ranges (IQR) for continuous variables.

Age (years)
Male, n (%)
Smoking habits, n (%)
Previous or active
Non-smokers
Passive
Previous or active drug abuse, n (%)
Previous pulmonary tuberculosis, n (%)
Pre-existing lung disease, n (%)
Chronic obstructive lung disease
Non-cystic ﬁbrosis bronchiectasis
Silicosis
Asthma
Hypersensitivity pneumonitis
Alpha-1 antitrypsin deﬁciency
Cystic lung disease
Immunocompromised status, n (%)
Chronic alcoholism
High dose steroids
Hematologic malignancy
Monoclonal antibody treatment
Pulmonary tuberculosis, n (%)
Restricted to lungs
Disseminated
Pleuropulmonary
Extrapulmonary tuberculosis, n (%)

March 2018-June 2019 (n = 58)

March 2020-June 2021(n = 42)

p-value

54.5 (41.75-67.50)
44 (75.9)

63.0 (47.75-77.00)
33 (78.6)

0.015
0.250

36 (62.1)
20 (34.5)
2 (3.4)
5 (8.6)
4 (6.9)
19 (32.8)
7 (36.8)
3 (15.8)
3 (15.8)
2 (10.5)
2 (10.5)
1 (5.3)
1 (5.3)
27 (46.6)
12 (44.5)
6 (22.2)
5 (18.5)
4 (14.8)
49 (84.5)
30 (51.7)
12 (20.7)
7 (12.1)
9 (15.5)

26 (61.9)
16 (38.1)
0
4 (9.5)
4 (9.5)
16 (38.1)
7 (43.8)
4 (25.0)
3 (18.7)
2 (12.5)
0
0
0
7 (16.7)
3 (42.9)
2 (28.5)
2 (28.5)
0
38 (90.5)
20 (47.6)
13 (31.0)
5 (11.9)
4 (9.5)

0.987
0.847
0.224
0.367
0.805
0.992

0.002

0.379
0.421
0.324
0.601
0.379

TagedH1ReferencesTagedEn

TagedPFor McQuaid et al., two of the main concerns of the
COVID-19 pandemic on TB would be a greater impact on
patients with drug-resistant TB and a net increase in deaths
in all scenarios with some level of health service disruption.6
According to our data, during the pandemic period, 95.2%
(n = 40) of the cases were drug-sensitive and mortality was
lower (12.1%, n = 7, vs. 4.8%, n = 2) but no statistical difference was found (p = 0.208).TagedEn
TagedPIn our study, less immunocompromised patients hospitalized with TB were seen in the pandemic period. Particular
care with social distancing, self-quarantine and the thorough use of facial masks by these patients might have had an
impact in this ﬁnding. In the pandemic setting there was: (i)
a clear increase in extended pulmonary forms, (ii) a signiﬁcant rise of disseminated tuberculosis cases in immunocompetent patients and (iii) a tendency to ﬁnd a greater
proportion of numerous bacilli on smears, indicating that
people might have tolerated longer symptomatic periods
before seeking medical aid, as they were reluctant to go to
the hospital, leading to diagnostic delay and to an increased
risk of TB transmission in households and communities.
Rodrigues et al. reached the same conclusion, ﬁnding delays
in the diagnosis of tuberculosis in the outpatient tuberculosis centres (OTBC), even though they had been open during
the pandemic.7 In our population, COVID-19 did not impact
in a rise of drug-resistant cases or higher mortality, but more
data are needed in the following years.TagedEn
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
T he unfriendly side of “happy
agedH1T
hypoxaemia”: Sudden cardiac
deathTagedEn
TagedPA 31 year-old female patient was admitted to our dedicated
COVID-19 Intensive Care Unit with hypoxaemic respiratory
insufﬁciency due to COVID-19 pneumonitis. Her past medical
history was unremarkable, except for extreme obesity (BMI
70¢3). She was not taking any medications, and was not
under any regular medical care. Her chest X-ray at admission
showed bilateral interstitial pulmonary consolidations
(Fig. 1A). At admission, our patient was tachypneic, with a
respiratory rate of 30-40/min, with SpO2 85% to 90% while
on a non-rebreather mask. We started our patient on dexamethasone, tocilizumab and enoxaparin in a therapeutic
dose. Oxygenation improved markedly upon initiation of
non-invasive ventilation (NIV) through a mask interface (IPAP
12 cmH2O, EPAP 10 cmH2O, FiO2 started at 100% and titrated
to SpO2). Initially, while on NIV, she maintained SpO2 > 90%,
with FiO2 of 60-80%, whereas saturations would drop within
minutes while on a non-rebreather mask (15L / min), during
attempted breaks from NIV. We did not offer high-ﬂow nasal
cannula (HFNC) oxygen therapy, partially because of its
excessively high oxygen consumption, which presented logistical barriers in our resource-limited setting during a pandemic. Furthermore, we expected “true” positive pressure
ventilation to have more beneﬁcial effects on obesityrelated, position-dependent atelectasis, and on a potentially
present obstructive sleep apnea. Over the ﬁrst week of
admission, she developed progressive hypoxaemia, while
denying dyspnoea. Our patient repeatedly refused intubation
and invasive ventilation, citing a lack of symptoms, and a
fear for a worse outcome with mechanical ventilation. On
day three, the patient desaturated to SpO2 of about 50%
(despite FiO2100%), while denying dyspnoea, and without
exhibiting tachypnea. Following prone positioning, saturations recovered to above 90%. Intermittent awake proning
was, from that moment on, continued three times daily. On
day seven, SpO2 again dropped to 30-55%, from then on
never exceeding 60%, and at times reaching levels as low as
21%, with no further response to prone positioning. Changes
in ventilatory settings (EPAP as low as 6 and up to 14cmH2O;
as CPAP, or with pressure support of up to 6 cmH2O; FiO2
from here on never below 100%) yielded no improvement in
respiratory parameters. An arterial line was placed in the

TagedEnPleft brachial artery, to allow for regular blood sampling.
Arterial blood was extremely dark (Fig. 1B), with a PaO2 of
28mmHg. Accidental venous sampling was excluded with an
adequate arterial blood pressure waveform. There was no
methemoglobinaemia. Meanwhile, our patient was able to
speak coherent, full sentences, and denied having any sensation of dyspnoea, although she was at times tachypneic. She
remained ﬁrm in her view, and persistently refused endotracheal intubation. After enduring extreme hypoxaemia for
about two days in a seemingly stable condition, she suddenly
developed ventricular ﬁbrillation, rapidly followed by asystole and death. Resuscitative efforts were not successful.TagedEn
TagedPSilent, or “happy” hypoxaemia is a well-known phenomenon in COVID-19.1,2 Several theories have been proposed for
its existence, most revolving around intrapulmonary shunting as the primary driver of hypoxaemia, with relative preservation of lung compliance in the early stages of the
disease,3 and resultant normocarbia or even hypocarbia,4
although a neural factor has also been proposed.5 In our
case, we think a certain level of hypoxaemia at baseline
associated with previously undiagnosed, but potentially
present obesity hypoventilation syndrome may have contributed to our patient’s tolerance of extremely low arterial
oxygen levels.TagedEn
TagedPThe optimal timing of intubation in severe COVID-19
remains controversial. Early on in the pandemic, prominent
authors urged clinicians to intubate early, in order to prevent patient self-induced lung injury (P-SILI), which was
hypothesised to result from excessive respiratory effort.6
Furthermore, non-invasive respiratory support was feared to
lead to droplet formation, putting health-care workers at
risk.7 Conversely, it has been argued that early, potentially
unnecessary intubation may increase mortality by exposing
patients to the risks of sedation and invasive ventilation.8 As
the pandemic progressed, many clinicians adopted a “waitand-see” strategy, where patients are initially managed
with non-invasive ventilatory support (including NIV and
HFNC), and are intubated only upon failure of such therapies.9 More recent studies yield conﬂicting results, and
although non-invasive respiratory support appears safe, and
has been shown to reduce the need for invasive ventilation,
the optimum timing of intubation in COVID-19 is as of yet
still unknown.10 It may be reasonable to use a step-up
approach, starting HFNC in patients who fail conventional
oxygen therapy, failure of which could be followed by a trial
of CPAP, and eventually, if indicated, intubation.11TagedEn
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TagedPTo aid in deciding whom to intubate, authors have proposed using the ROX index,12 which, in several retrospective
series, has been reported to predict failure of non-invasive
respiratory support in COVID-19.12,13 While most studies
were performed in cohorts treated with HFNC, the ROX
index has been reported to correlate with outcomes after
CPAP as well.14 It should be noted that different studies
report different cut-offs (such as <3.8512 and <5.9913). Our
patient had ROX-indexes as low as 1.12, clearly indicating a
high risk of treatment failure.TagedEn
TagedPThe phenomenon of seemingly well-tolerated hypoxaemia in COVID-19 has led to further controversy, as it seems
counter-intuitive to intubate a patient who, despite having
low oxygen saturations, is feeling well. This discrepancy
between subjective and objective ﬁndings has led some
authors to argue that such patients should not be intubated,
as long as they remain asymptomatic, and do not exhibit
increased work of breathing.15 Even though we are inclined
to agree with this concept in general, as long as hypoxaemia
is mild to moderate, we believe our case demonstrates the
dangers when such an approach is taken to the extreme.
There is a point where hypoxaemia can lead to rapid cardiovascular decompensation,2 where “happy” hypoxaemia can
show its unfriendly side: sudden cardiac death.TagedEn
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Fig. 1 (A) Chest X-ray taken in a patient with severe COVID19. showing extensive bilateral opacities, with a slight predominance for the peripheral and basal lung ﬁelds. (B) Arterial blood
sample, drawn from a patient with COVID-19 receiving non-invasive ventilation (EPAP 12; Pressure Support 4; FiO2 100%). Blood
gas analysis revealed a PaO2 of 28mmHg (P/F ratio 28mmHg).
Despite oxygen saturations below 40%, the patient denied dyspnoea and did not have elevated work of breathing.TagedEn
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
TagedH1Multiple system atrophy:
Inspiratory sighs as a key
polysomnographic sign to early
diagnosis?TagedEn
Dear editor,
TagedPMultiple system atrophy (MSA) is a rapidly progressive adult
neurodegenerative
disease associated with sleep disorders,
TagedEn TagedFiur

Figure 1
events.TagedEn

TagedEnPsuch as rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder
(RBD), obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS), or stridor.1,2TagedEn
TagedPA 63-year-old hypertensive woman with sleep onset
insomnia complained of harmful motor activity and vivid
dreams. The patient had no history of snoring, or other night
symptoms, or complaints related to excessive daytime
sleepiness. Epworth sleepiness scale score was of 6. She
underwent polysomnography which revealed micro-arousal
index of 42.4%, respiratory disturbance index of 18.9/h,
periodic limb movements (PLM) of 67.5/h, frequent

Examples of inspiratory sighs (black arrows), during N2 (A) and N3 (B) sleep. None of the sighs are associated to respiratory

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pulmoe.2022.03.001
2531-0437/© 2022 Sociedade Portuguesa de Pneumologia. Published by Elsevier España, S.L.U. This is an open access article under the CC BYNC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

s
TagedEnJ.N. Caldeira, J. Moita and A.C. Bra

TagedH1Source of fundingTagedEn

TagedEnPgesticulation and somniloquism and REM sleep without atonia. OSAS plus PLM syndrome and RBD were diagnosed, and
she started continuous positive airway pressure treatment
and clonazepam 0.5 mg/id. A year later she complained of
multiple falls and orthostatic hypotension. Neurological
examination revealed scanning dysarthria, distal polyminimyoclonus, limb dysmetria and ataxia A cerebellar-type
probable MSA was diagnosed and the patient started levodopa/carbidopa 25/100 mg 3id partially improving symptoms. The polysomnography was reassessed and concluded
the existence of multiple inspiratory sighs in different
phases of NREM sleep (Fig. 1), a year prior the onset of neurological symptoms.TagedEn
TagedPThis typical but barely known polysomnographic respiratory ﬁnding in MSA
inspiratory sighs
can be present in
short disease duration and could help the differential diagnosis. Specially in the presence of stridor, sighs may increase
the likelihood of MSA.3 Besides inspiratory sighs, our
patient’s polysomnography helps the diagnosis of OSAS, PLM
syndrome, and RBD. These are common both in MSA and in
Parkinson’s disease, and usually start before neurological
complaints.2TagedEn
TagedPIn conclusion, pulmonologists in sleep medicine should be
aware of this polysomnographic picture (inspiratory sighs,
OSAS, PLM syndrome, and RBD) since it could point towards
the presence of an extrapyramidal disease, including MSA.
Careful evaluation of polysomnography may help to identify
early signs of these neurodegenerative diseases and lead to
early referral for a neurological consultation.TagedEn

TagedPThis research did not receive any speciﬁc grant from funding
agencies in the public, commercial, or not-for-proﬁt sectors.TagedEn
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TagedPSupplementary material associated with this article can be
found in the online version at doi:10.1016/j.pulmoe.2022.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
TagedH1High-ﬂow oxygen therapy in
palliative care: A reality in a near
future?TagedEn

TagedH1Dear Editor,TagedEn
TagedPDuarte, et al. in the article review “High ﬂow oxygen therapy in palliative care: A reality in a near future?” argue that
High Flow Oxygen (HFO) is a reasonable palliative treatment
in end-of-life patients.1 This is a fact and I also share their
opinion, since it makes it possible for people to communicate and feed themselves without an increased physical
effort.TagedEn
TagedPThe authors also mention that this type of oxygen therapy
has the beneﬁt of producing fewer skin lesions. From my
experience, it is true that it does not cause pressure ulcers,
especially on the nasal bridge (even with the application of
protective padding) and the whole feeling of claustrophobia,2 as is often the case with non-invasive ventilation (NIV).
However, HFO causes internal injuries in the nasal septum
and a tamponing sensation with continued and prolonged
use. There are visible effects reported by patients undergoing HFO in the pneumology service where I work. I emphasize
that when this happens, patients remove the nasal cannula
for a moment and try to clean it to diminish this nasal tamponade sensation, which eventually results in epistaxis. I
should add that we always prefer a nasal catheter that is silicone-coated and as rigid as possible, in order to provide the
best comfort for the patient.TagedEn
TagedPI think it’s important to analyze the beneﬁts and drawbacks of this type of oxygen therapy recently used because,
despite all the beneﬁts it has, it is translates into discomfort. In the authors opinion, HFO is a reasonable palliative
treatment in end-of-life patients, however this ends up
being counterproductive since it cause injury and, consecutively, suffering in patients.TagedEn
TagedPFor end of life patients I do not believe, in most cases, it
is the best option, and there is also no evidence that it has

TagedEnPadvantages over opioids and anxiolytics. As the authors says,
dyspnea is the most prevalent symptom, and can be quite
debilitating at all levels. The most important thing is the
symptomatic relief of dyspnea, emphasizing that the use of
oxygen therapy does not represent an improvement in survival in people with advanced disease.3TagedEn
TagedPThere is still an urgent need to look at the person suffering from an incurable disease in advanced and/or progressive stages, in order to promote well-being and quality of
life.4 Prevention and relief of pain are indispensable, not
the removal of one type of pain in order to offer another.
Symptomatic treatment continues to make more sense than
inappropriate and excessive use of oxygen therapy.5TagedEn
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TagedH1Late onset pulmonary vein stump thrombus seven years
after left upper lobectomyTagedEn
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TagedPThe four authors have made substantial contributions to, not
only the conception and design of the manuscript, but also
the drafting and critical revision of the article.TagedEn
TagedPThere have been very few reported cases of pulmonary
vein stump thrombus (PVST) after lobectomy, and the majority
of them involved resection of the left upper lobe with subsequent thrombus formation in the left upper pulmonary vein
stump.1 3 The true incidence of PVST following lobectomy is
unknown and likely underdiagnosed, especially in asymptomatic patients who do not undergo postoperative imaging with
contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) or transesophageal echocardiogram. PVST after lobectomy is not a negligible
ﬁnding because thromboembolic complications, including transient ischemic attack and stroke, have been reported.TagedEn
TagedPA 75-year-old patient who had undergone a left upper
lobectomy (LUL) seven years earlier for a lung adenocarcinoma was incidentally found to have a left superior PVST
during a routine follow-up contrast-enhanced thoracic CT
study. An 18F-ﬂuorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission
tomography/CT (PET/CT) was very useful for excluding a
tumor thrombus or any other form of malignancy. Three
months after the patient was started with anticoagulation
therapy, a new contrast-enhanced thoracic CT showed

TagedEnPresolution of the PVST (Fig. 1). No other known causes for
thrombus formation were identiﬁed.TagedEn
TagedPPVST is very rare and has been associated with systemic embolism to vital organs (such as the brain, kidneys or bowel) if the thrombus enters the systemic
arterial circulation. PVST is much more common in
patients undergoing a LUL or a left pneumonectomy. In a
study with 151 patients who underwent lobectomy, PVST
was only detected in patients undergoing LUL, (17.9% of
the LULs)1; in a more recent study with 1040 patients,
PVST was also found in right-sided pulmonary resections,
but less frequently than in left-sided interventions.3 All
previous reported cases of PVST following LUL were
detected within 7 months postoperatively.2 Length of the
pulmonary vein stump has also been implicated in the
risk of thrombosis.1TagedEn
TagedPIn conclusion, PVST is usually an early postoperative
event that is more frequently observed in left-sided pulmonary resections (particularly LUL). PVST is likely an underdiagnosed condition, and more studies are needed to
address if contrast-enhanced CT should be performed in high
risk LUL patients. We believe that our case is interesting
since the PVST developed 7 years after the LUL and because
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Fig. 1 A, Axial contrast-enhanced CT image (mediastinal window), obtained 5 years after the left upper lobectomy, shows a patent
left superior pulmonary vein stump (arrow). B, Axial contrast-enhanced CT image (mediastinal window), obtained 7 years after the
left upper lobectomy, shows a ﬁlling defect within the left superior pulmonary vein stump (arrow). C, Axial fused PET/CT image
(obtained 3 days after B) demonstrates lack of FDG uptake at the level of the left superior pulmonary vein stump (arrow), suggesting
a non-tumor thrombus. D, Axial contrast-enhanced CT image (mediastinal window), obtained 3 months after B, shows resolution of
the left superior pulmonary vein stump thrombus (arrow).TagedEn
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TagedH1Spontaneous elimination of a bronchial mucoid
pseudotumor A curious but pleasant surpriseTagedEn
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Dear Editor:
TagedPTracheobronchial luminal ﬁlling defects are caused by
several entities, comprising inﬂammatory or infectious
etiologies, neoplasms (benignant and malignant), foreign
bodies, and the abnormal accumulation of endogenous
material (e.g., mucous plugs).1 Mucoid pseudotumors
simulating tracheobronchial tumors have been reported
infrequently.2 A typical CT characteristic of these pseudotumors is the presence of focal low-attenuation tissue
mixed with air content, conferring a “bubbly” appearance, most frequently in dependent airway walls.1 Hyperattenuating mucous plugging may also be observed, and
is considered to be a relevant CT sign for the diagnosis of
allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis.3 In patients in
the intensive care unit, mucous plugging may also be an
important cause of bronchial obstruction leading to the
acute onset of atelectasis and hypoxemia.4TagedEn
TagedPAwareness of the CT characteristics of mucous plugging is important because this condition is observed frequently on chest imaging and is part of the differential
diagnosis with parietal soft-tissue lesions, and because
the failure to recognize it may lead to unnecessary
bronchoscopic procedures. Asking the patient to cough
and repeating the CT acquisition may be a useful technique, once mucous plugging may be cleared.1 Unfortunately, CT does not always enable the safe ruling out of
TagedEn * Corresponding author.
E-mail address: edmarchiori@ufrj.br (E. Marchiori).

TagedEnPa parietal soft-tissue lesion; endoscopic procedures are
mandatory to locally access the tracheobronchial tree
and sample tissue for histopathological analysis.1TagedEn
TagedPWe would like to report the case of a 44-year-old man
who presented complaining of cough and wheeze for the
previous 3 days. His previous medical records were unremarkable, except for allergic rhinitis and depression. Spirometric evaluation showed a nonspeciﬁc ventilatory
pattern, and diffusion and fractional exhaled nitric oxide
test results were normal. Unilateral right wheezing
was noted on lung auscultation. Initially, the clinical
hypothesis of acute tracheobronchitis associated with the
possibility of right-sided bronchial obstruction was formulated. The patient was referred for contrast-enhanced
computed tomography (CT) examination, which showed a
low-attenuating soft-tissue lesion completely obstructing
the intermedius bronchi, raising the possibility of a tracheobronchial tumor (Fig. 1A). On the same day, after a
coughing episode, the patient eliminated an elongated
red and yellowish polypoid structure (Fig. 1B), identiﬁed
on subsequent histopathological analysis as a plug containing ﬁbrin, neutrophils, and cellular rests with no tissular organization. Follow-up unenhanced CT examination
performed 1 day later revealed the complete disappearance of the previously detected bronchial soft-tissue
lesion (Fig. 1C). On bronchoscopy, abundant mucoid airway ﬂuid, but no parietal thickening or luminal foreign
body, was observed. The patient’s clinical symptoms
resolved completely after steroid and antibiotic treatment.TagedEn
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Fig. 1 In A, contrast-enhanced CT with coronal reconstruction revealed a soft-tissue mass obliterating the intermedius bronchi
(asterisk). In B, follow-up unenhanced CT examination performed 1 day later showed the complete disappearance of the mass (asterisk). In C, the polypoid lesion (mucous plug) eliminated by the patient. In D, histological section of the specimen eliminated demonstrating that the plug contains ﬁbrin, neutrophils, and cellular rests with no tissular organization (hematoxylin and eosin staining,
x 100).TagedEn
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